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In the conditions of developing innovative economy great attention should be paid to 

improving the situation in the agrarian complex. One of the most effective mechanisms to obtain 

it is financial leasing, which is today of special importance.  

The competition between bank loans and financial leasing is now greatly increasing. To 

get this kind of financing is often easier than a credit, because many leasing companies estimate 

a borrower's financial position more flexibly. That's why financial leasing in modernizing the 

agrarian complex is considered to be the primary way to renew the basic funds.  

Being a contractual financing arrangement, leasing allows the lessor to purchase the 

property appointed by the lessee directly from the manufacturer according to application and 

assign the rights of possession, access and usufruct of  the leased property to the lessee, subject 

to payment of rent by the lessee. The items for leasing in this branch can be both mechanical 

means of production and biological objects.  

 In the system of realizing financial leasing in the agrarian complex the significant role is 

assigned to the state. Owing to its functions, the state works out the measures for development 

and improvement of leasing in agricultural industry more carefully: improves legislative 

regulation of leasing activity, provides sufficient and sustained financing of leasing projects.  

At present, the main directions aimed at improving activities in the agrarian complex are: 

 1. The government orders for production of farm machines and equipment to be delivered 

by the agricultural manufacturers under the contracts of the federal leasing. 
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 2. Increase in the share of highly efficient energy saving machine complexes in the total 

amount of the leased farm machinery. 

 3. Provision of opportunities to use agricultural products, made by farmers with the help 

of the leased equipment and machines, as leasing payments under the signed contracts on the 

federal leasing, at fixed prices set by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Russian Federation. 

 4. Restriction of foreign farm machines' access to the Russian market. 

 5. Improvement of the normative-legal base for leasing activities in the agrarian sector. 

 All these directions can provide opportunities for increasing the efficiency of using 

financial leasing in the agrarian sector and raising the economic and investment attraction of this 

branch. 

 However, there are still some problems, which limit the mechanism of renewing the basic 

funds. One of them is the scarce financial resources. As a rule, only large agroholdings are able 

to afford buying new farm machines for spare money. For small business and farmers the only 

possibility to get farm equipment and machines in due time is leasing.  

 Today there are some leasing companies in the Russian leasing market, whichrender their 

services to the agrarian sector. About 70% of this segment belong to the large state-owned 

company “Rosagroleasing” working within the national project and rendering the governmental 

support to the agricultural producers. But this company can provide Russian farmers with the 

home-made machinery or with foreign machines assembled in our country. Import machines 

deliveries are the sphere of the non-state organization.  

Due to limited financial opportunities many agricultural producers can’t get the necessary 

machines and equipment in leasing. To solve this problem horizontal and vertical integration of 

agricultural producers in the form of cooperatives is required. Such organizations are created on 

the basis of voluntary membership (usually agricultural producers or individual subsidiary farms) 

with a view of joint production or other economic activities based on the association of the 

property shares to meet the material or other needs of the cooperative members.  

Problems of ensuring stability of the organizational-economic mechanism of  developing 

leasing in the agrarian and industrial complex is risk management of leasing activity which basis 

is made by forecasting. Correctly made forecast allows to find critical levels and threshold values 

in risk sizes when they threat to quality of leasing process, economic efficiency of leasing and 

economic indicators of work of all participants of the leasing transaction.   

Insurance of the leased property is the reliable guarantor of economic stability and 

solvency of agricultural producers. This effective mechanism provides a decrease in risks in 
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agricultural production and increases financial stability of the agrarian and industrial complexes 

organizations.  

Measures on improving the organizational-economic and innovative mechanism of 

increasing the efficiency of using leasing in the agrarian and industrial complex should comprise: 

 I. Measures directed on improving the existing system of agroleasing: 

– timely response to the negative changes in  the branch connected with severe climatic 

conditions; 

–  subsidizing for purchasing agricultural machinery in leasing; 

– the state support of complex leasing projects implementation; 

– tax concessions which are already provided in the legislation to the lessors working 

with agricultural producers; 

– creation of the universal service centers territorially close to agricultural producers; 

– creation of cooperatives of small and medium-sized enterprises in the agrarian-

industrial complex and special leasing programs for cooperatives. 

II. Measures directed on potential change of the existing system of agroleasing: 

– transition from direct state regulation of leasing in the agrarian and industrial complex 

to leasing of agricultural machinery using the private capital if necessary; 

– favorable climate for private investments and new tax policy; 

– refusal from the policy of writing-off debts and increase the level of lesses’ 

responsibility. 

The phased transition from the existing system to the model of integrating  private and 

state investments into the branch are necessary for ensuring stable development of leasing in the 

agrarian complex. 

Leasing of farm machines and equipment is an important mechanism of improving the 

material base of the agro-industrial complex today. The “producer-consumer” model provides a 

lot of additional opportunities and advantages for all participants of the process. For consumers it 

gives a chance to acquire less expensive farm machines and equipment as well as to get 

professional advice on   their effective use.   

Providing an access for agricultural producers to the advanced innovative equipment and 

machines, modern resource-saving technologies and bio -  technologies will greatly contribute to 

improving the organizational-economic and innovative mechanism of increasing the efficiency 

of using leasing in the agrarian and industrial complex.  

New federal and regional programs of additional government and private investments 

into the agrarian sector, creation of the most favourable investment climate for all participants of 
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the market, the government subsidies, access to innovative resource-saving technologies and 

biotechnologies as well as to up-to-date machine complexes and equipment, unified tariff policy, 

lower prices for leased machines and equipment, tax privileges to leasing companies will lead to  

an essential increase in the overall performance of agricultural producers and improvement of 

their financial position and solvency. 
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For the last year the political situation in the world very much changed. But as the policy 

and economy are interconnected, and the economy underwent shocks. These changes can be seen 

on the example of a change in the exchange rate of dollar. 

Practically all experts in the field of economy considered that the price of Russian ruble 

will steadily fall. Thus experts emphasized that it is possible to avoid so negative situation only 

by increase of competitive capacity of the market Russian economy.  

Experts see development of the developed dynamics in the following reasons: 
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1. Lack of growth of oil production. 

2. Reduction of accounts surplus on all operations [1]. 

From this it is possible to draw a conclusion that the main factor influencing dollar 

exchange rate to ruble is oil cost in the world market. Respectively, then oil prices will fall 

below, the loss for the state will become that big. But nobody knew that oil prices can fall to 70 

and even 60 rubles. 

"Old" forecasts for 2014 which were formed before the Ukrainian-Russian conflict, were 

already irrelevant. Still quite recently financial analysts designated to dollar a small rise in price 

in the territory of Russia. Such forecast was reasoned by the obvious facts:  

– stagnation of industrial sector;  

– capital outflow; 

– weakness of domestic economy; 

– the "hanged" prices of oil [2]. 

Devaluation of domestic ruble creates a panic among the Russian citizens who start 

buying up dollars feverishly. It leads to reduction of the offer of foreign currency and increase of 

demand for it therefore also its price continues to increase even more. In March, 2014 when for 1 

dollar gave about 37 rubles, the situation was rescued by policy of the Central bank of the 

Russian Federation which was compelled to bring part of foreign currency to market, using for 

this purpose part of gold and exchange stocks of the country. 

US dollar exchange rate to the majority of world currencies grows also because the 

background which was better than expectations of data on an index of business activity in a 

services sector of the USA is created. Data of the auction testify to it. US dollar exchange rate 

grew not only in relation to Russian ruble, but also to other foreign currencies, for example, to 

euro and yen. 

The world financial market in 2014-2015 is in critical condition. At the beginning of 

2015 differences of courses significant world-wide currencies reached historical point. One of 

the most noticeable processes is catastrophic decline of ruble at the end of 2014. On its 

background with an inconceivable speed euro and dollar grow. All this causes an unstable 

situation in a financial and economic segment of the Russian Federation, concern among 

ordinary citizens who receive the monthly salary and pension in rubles [3]. 

The beginning of 2015 dollar costs 55-60 rubles for 1 dollar, euro about 80 rubles for 1 

euro. Speaking about a situation with falling of ruble exchange rate, all financial experts declare 

that the political conflict takes place. 
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It is naturally about an unstable situation in Ukraine. Political opposition which 

developed into serious armed conflict, became the reason of many economic troubles as for 

Ukraine, and Russia: 

– participation of the Russian Federation in permission of the internal conflicts not of the 

territory of Ukraine; 

– intervention in military operations in territories of DNR and LPR; 

– transition of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea; 

 – all these actions were apprehended by world community extremely negatively. The 

European Union and the USA, and also some other countries imposed economic sanctions 

against the Russian Federation which only amplify in 2015. 

To say about that these sanctions the main reason of falling of ruble exchange rate in 

2014-2015 became not necessary. As other, much more important factors take place. However 

these sanctions considerably reduced trust level to the Russian Federation from the population, 

investors and became the soil for the birth of other reasons of falling of a course. For example, 

restriction of  Russia whenever possible to obtain the credit abroad, or decrease in investment 

appeal of the country for foreign investors [4]. 

All experts doing forecasts for ruble exchange rate for the near future can conditionally 

be divided into three groups: 

– moderate optimists; 

– optimists; 

– pessimists [5]. 

Actually, their vast majority were already mistaken with forecasts, predicting moderate 

weakening of ruble with an exit by the end of the year in 37 - 39 rubles for dollar. 

Moderate optimists 

Still a month ago they sounded forecasts of dollar exchange rate for the beginning of 

2015 within 42 – 45 rubles. Today they speak about some gradual reduction in cost of ruble to             

65 – 75 rubles within 1 – 2 months of new year, and then about its gradual rise in price. 

According to forecasts, by the end 2015 – to the beginning of 2016 the financial market of 

Russia will be up in general stable with dollar cost to standard 38 – 42 rub. 

Optimists 

Experts, more inclined to political reasons and representing, generally pro-power 

structures. In their opinion, falling of prices of oil is completely inspired by the USA and their 

allies with the purpose to force Russia to make military-political concessions. Uselessness of 

such step, allegedly, will become clear soon, and to the middle of 2015 position in the financial 
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market of Russia is gradually stabilized, and by the end of the year the situation will return to a 

pre-crisis state. 

Pessimists 

The most numerous for today group.Represents, the experts who generally are liberally 

conceiving, and also political opponents of authorities in power. This group sees no reason for 

optimism. According to their forecasts the dollar can already reach cost in 200 rubles in the next 

spring, crisis of non-payments, credit crisis, falling of a set of banks and companies is expected. 

According to these experts, the turn of Russia towards command economy with 

prohibition of sale of foreign currency and planning is possible. Say even about a certain new 

USSR option. Falling of economy in 2015 as they consider, will be such deep that can lead to 

social shocks and a parade of sovereignties of autonomous educations. 

The matter is that the Russian enterprises and banks should pay off on the foreign credits 

in currency. Payments for external debts by the state corporations and credit institutions in the 

maximum size fall on the end of the year [6]. 

Thus inflow of foreign currency to the country considerably decreased under the 

influence of sanctions therefore at the end of 2014 and at the beginning of 2015 the Russian 

economy, experiences so-called "currency hunger". Demand for currency will exceed 

considerably the offer therefore the tendency on increase in cost of dollar in relation to ruble in 

the short term will remain 

The government (in case of toughening of sanctions) will be compelled to take the 

adequate measures directed on decrease in export of the capital from the country. It is thought 

that in 2015 difficult work on calculation of right version of the solution of a task of 

strengthening of the Russian national currency is necessary to financial departments. Now at the 

top level the question of introduction of currency alternative to the American dollar is studied. It 

is, first of all, about the conclusion of transactions (and calculations for them) within the BRIX 

organization — association of five countries: Brazil, Russia, India, China and Republic of South 

Africa. The countries plan to refuse in mutual trade use of dollar and to switch in mutual 

settlements to the national currencies. 

Significant growth in economy of China, for example, made in recent years this state by 

the world's largest consumer of oil. At the same time, the important player in the world market of 

oil and gas is Russia. 

The same forecast promises for 2016 a course in 48 rub, and for 2017 - 55 and more 

rubles. Concern of the Minister of Finance in general it is clear [7]. 

Time of serious, resolute actions, probably, came. Both food independence of the 

country, and financial is a question, without exaggeration, national security of any state. 

Forecasts will come true and we will see assumptions in the near future. 
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The research is focused on the problem of waste banks in Donetsk region. The integral 

part of this region is waste banks, a complex of stocking of mine dump, which mainly consists of 

coal. It occurs because of mining enterprises. The purpose of the research is to give an overview 

of the problem of waste banks and show the perspectives in solving this problem. 

Donetsk region is one of the most economically developed regions of Ukraine. It has one 

of the biggest GRP per capita in the country, having the worst ecological situation at the same 

time. It heads a list of emissions of pollutants and carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. 

The image 1 shows the dynamic of GRP and emissions of pollutants and carbon dioxide 

during the period from 2007 to 2011. As it can be seen the GRP per capita was increasing from 

year to year, but in 2009 it decreased because of the world economic crisis. Talking about the 

ecology, we can see that the situation has a positive dynamics. At the same time we should draw 

attention to the great difference between indicators for 2008 and 2009. This gap was caused by 

the cutback in production during the world crisis. 

 

 
 

Image 1. Economic and ecological situation in Donetsk region [1], [2] 

 

Also I would like to draw attention to the Environmental Load Factor (ELF) (calculated 

by the author), which shows how many kilograms of pollutants go to 200 RUB of GRP. The 

dynamics of ELF is presented in the given table 1. In 2011 in DR it was more than 1 kg per 100 

RUB of GRP, while in Dnepropetrovsk, Kiev and other economically developed regions it did 

not exceed 1 kg/200 RUB. It is obvious that Donetsk region is in the worst situation here.   
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Table 1 

Environmental Load Factor (kg/200 RUB of GRP) 

Region 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Dnipropetrovsk region 1,86138 1,11265 1,06010 0,98204 0,82695 

Donetsk Region 2,03186 1,70351 1,17323 0,98739 1,07396 
Kiev region 0,95877 0,81206 0,71029 0,59840 0,47097 

Kharkiv region 0,67635 0,52266 0,45161 0,43098 0,39419 

It is obvious that Donetsk region is in the worst situation here. 

So, on the one hand, we observe the economic growth in the region, but on the other 

hand, we face ecological problem. This problem is caused by industrial specialization of Donetsk 

region. Donetsk is the center of mining industry in Ukraine. It explains a great number of mines 

and factories in Donetsk region. These enterprises produce a lot of waste, which results in plenty 

of waste banks. 

On the image 2 we see the map of waste banks located in Donetsk. There are 582 waste 

banks in Donetsk region, 120 of which are located in Donetsk only. The area, which can be 

released from waste banks, comes to approximately 1000 hectares.  
 

 
Image 2. The map of Donetsk waste banks [4] 

 

Such a great number of waste banks results in environmental pollution because of 

emissions of dangerous chemical compounds and different kinds of coal dust. Some of waste 
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banks can explode due to a high internal temperature. Moreover, the land occupied by waste 

banks can be used for the city development. 

There are 3 different ways of solving the problem of waste banks: 

1. To return waste banks back to the mines. This way is labor-consuming and its cost 

exceeds the cost of coal mining. 

2. To green the surface of the waste banks. It will help to reduce the sanitary zone near 

waste banks. 

3. To utilize waste banks. This is the most perspective way of solving the problem. The 

cost of utilization depends on the material produced during waste piles recycling [3]. 

The third way is found to be the most perspective and the pecuniary valuation of the land 

occupied by the waste banks would be calculated. People can only imagine how much the city 

can get if these ‘monsters’ are recycled. 

The total area of waste banks is about 1000 hectares. In the table 2 we can see how this 

area is divided among 9 districts of the city. 

Table 2 

Area under waste banks by districts [4] 

 

District Area (hectars) % 

Budennovsky district 150 15 

Kalininsky district 100 10 

Kievsky district 100 10 

Kirovsky district 150 15 

Kuibyshevsky district 50 5 

Leninsky district 100 10 

Petrovsky district 150 15 

Proletarsky district 150 15 

Voroshilovsky district 50 5 

Donetsk 1000 100 

 

The most industrially developed districts such as Budenovsky, Proletarsky and Kirovsky 

have much bigger area under waste banks than the central districts.  

This table 3 shows the area and the price of the land under waste banks by districts at the 

beginning of August 2014. 
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Table 3 

The value of the land under waste banks [4],[6]. 

District 
Area of waste banks 

(hectars) 
Cost of 1hectar ($) Value ($) 

Budennovsky district 150 230 000 34 500 000 
Kalininsky district 100 716500 71 650 000 
Kievsky district 100 591 400 59 140 000 
Kirovsky district 150 278 100 41 715 000 
Kuibyshevsky district 50 478 100 23 905 000 
Leninsky district 100 342 600 34 260 000 
Petrovsky district 150 165 300 24 795 000 
Proletarsky district 150 175 100 26 265 000 
Voroshilovsky district 50 986 000 49 300 000 
Donetsk 1000 x 334 480 000 

 

 The land in the central part of the city is more expensive than in the industrially 

developed districts. The difference among prices of 1 square meter of the land in different 

districts comes to several thousands of US dollars.  On the basis of these data the cost of the land 

under Donetsk waste banks is calculated. New houses, supermarkets, offices can be built on the 

released land. These new buildings can be sold either to the big companies or to the ordinary 

people of the country. As you see the sum, which can be got from waste banks recycling, is 

really enormous. 

It should be said that Donetsk has got an experience of utilization of waste banks. 

Supermarkets, markets and even houses are being built in places of former waste banks. And it’s 

only the beginning of positive changes. Such countries as the USA, Great Britain and Germany 

are interested in investing in this sphere. The company ‘All minerals’ is considering the 

possibility of launching the investment project on recycling waste banks [5].  
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Human thought always mesmerized. It can turn a white canvas into an artwork, combine 

numbers and ratios into an equation, make a building appear on a scheme and then in a tangible 

world. But how far can the human though go? We still have questions unanswered. We cannot 

say for sure whether the God exists or explain why the world of particles behaves in this exact 

way. But still because of this progress we have made over the last few thousand years, our 

thoughts pave the way to new discoveries. 

In the 20th century human being got overwhelmed with the concept of making a 

mechanism that could think by itself to help men. From there on a lot of effort and time were 
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devoted to build such machine. Although the concept of a mechanism capable of thinking 

became extremely popular in 20th century, the idea of artificial beings was not new then. In 

antiquity many alchemists and philosophers tried to give life to lifeless and outperform the 

Creator.  Hermes Trismegistus – the Greece alchemist once wrote: “They have senses and 

spirits… By discovering the true nature of the Gods, man will be able to reproduce it”. A lot of 

time has passed since then and alchemists with their works were forgotten.  

In 20th century, however, the idea became relevant again. But alike ancient great minds 

modern scientists didn’t intend to create life from stone, water and fire. The machine age has 

begun and it brought new opportunities. Then it became obvious that to create artificial 

intelligence people needed to put an efficient thinking model into a machine body that could use 

it to process any given information.  

 Needless to mention, back then in 20th century man could understand the processes 

behind thinking better than ancient minds. Science had made a big step forward toward 

explaining the architecture of a thought. Game theory – the science of playing games or, 

scientifically saying,  the study of strategic decision making – an underlying foundation for 

artificial neural networks became an individual discipline in 1928 when John von Neumann – an 

American physicist and mathematician, published a paper "Zur Theorie der Gesellschaftsspiele" 

(On the Theory of Games of Strategy). The paper contained proofs that later became core in 

game theory. The article was followed by his book “Theory of Games and Economic Behavior” 

published in 1944 which covered creating viable strategies. It is hard to deny Neumann’s impact 

on modern science seeing game theory being applied in economics, political science, 

psychology, logic, computer science, and biology. Neumann believed in the future where 

machines will perform virtually any task. He stated: "You insist that there is something a 

machine cannot do. If you will tell me precisely what it is that a machine cannot do, then I can 

always make a machine which will do just that!" 

 In 1951, almost 23 years after the Neumann’s article, the first working AI programs were 

written in the University of Manchester: a draughts-playing program created by Christopher 

Strachey and a chess-playing program made by Dietrich Prinz. 

 In 1955, Arthur Lee Samuel - an American pioneer in the field of artificial intelligence, 

and machine learning, outperformed Strachey and Prinz by writing a droughts-playing program 

that could learn from its past experience. The program exemplified the power and possibilities of 

algorithms integrated into a computation machine.  

 One year later in 1956, the first Dartmouth College summer AI conference was held. The 

event was organized by scientists John McCarty, Marvin Minsky, Nathan Rochester and Claude 

Shannon.  The extract from the conference’s agenda stated: “An attempt will be made to find 
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how to make machines use language, form abstractions and concepts, solve kinds of problems 

now reserved for humans, and improve themselves…” The name “artificial intelligence” was 

first mentioned at the second Dartmouth Conference, in 1956. 

Since then, a birth was given to a new scientific field called “Artificial intelligence”. 

Although many people today may treat AI as something that is yet to come, these algorithms are 

already among us. Two years ago in 2013 Tempo AI Inc. launched a smart calendar app for IOS 

called Tempo. Despite the fact Tempo got the lowest ratings in the App Store right after its 

launch, it quickly gained popularity and raised $10 million in funding, later on the app was 

acquired by Salesforce – one of the most influential cloud computing company in the world. The 

reason why Tempo became so successful is simple. Application developers decided to improve 

the product by integrating AI algorithms into an app.  “When people think of a calendar, they 

think of scheduling”, - says Tempo’s co-founder Raj Singh. “It looks at the meeting and takes 

action”. Tempo is context-aware app. It uses algorithms whereby it gets access to social media, 

calendars, e-mails, contact lists, location and other data stored on user’s iPhone or iPod. Then it 

applies this information to a particular note to make a suggestion or to remind of an event. 

However, using algorithms in smart-phone applications means only viewing its 

capabilities on a superficial level. I fact, artificial intelligence is widely used for other purposes. 

These days, intelligent algorithms go alongside with money. “This is where all the money is 

getting made”, - says William H. Donaldson, an adviser of a big hedge fund, former chairman 

and CEO of the New York Stock Exchange. “If an individual investor doesn’t have the means to 

keep up, they’re at a huge disadvantage”. HFT (high frequency trading) is a form of trading 

using sophisticated algorithmic models to trade securities. Transactions accomplished with the 

means of such programs last for seconds or even fractions of a second depending on the 

algorithmic strategy. HFT allows institutional investors such as hedge funds, mutual funds, 

banks and ultra-high net worth individuals to sell or buy thousands or even millions of shares, 

bonds, futures, and other securities without affecting the price much. The high frequency 

algorithms succeed by taking advantage of market’s transparency. Say Mr. X decides to invest in 

ABC Company by buying 1 million of its shares. The stock is currently traded at $29.35, so to 

assure his odds Mr. X decides to enter at $30 when an uptrend will be obvious. He splits his 

order into many smaller orders to not cause high volatility. The algorithm sees the orders placed, 

performing rapid calculation and buying 1 million shares at $29.40, afterwards it sells all the 

stocks to Mr. X at $30 price gaining 10 cents from each stock. Two transactions took less than a 

minute. Off course, such ultra-high net worth individuals as Mr. X also use algorithms to trade 

securities, but it doesn’t mean he cannot become a “victim” of HFT traders.  
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 However, trading using HFT is considered to be extremely risky, because although modern 

algorithms can perform deep analysis and see patterns market does not obey any rules. A big 

enough transaction made wrong can trigger the domino effect and lead to a disaster. History has 

already proved this. On May the 6th, 2010 in 5 minutes the Dow Jones Industrial Average 

plunged 998.5 points (about 9%) – showing the biggest decline in its history also known as 

“The May 6, 2010 Flash Crash” or “The Crash of 2:45”. After this crash starting from 2:32 pm 

ET within the next 36 minutes S&P 500, the Nasdaq 100, and the Russell 2000 indexes plunged 

as well. After an investigation that had lasted for 5 month U.S. Security and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) issued a report 

containing underlying reasons that caused a Flash Crash. A high frequency trading was 

mentioned as one of the reasons that caused high volatility during the crash. The report stated 

that one of the causes was a single sale of $4.1 billion in futures contracts by a mutual fund, 

identified as Waddell & Reed Financial, in an attempt to get a bigger profit.  “HFTs began to 

quickly buy and then resell contracts to each other – generating a 'hot-potato' volume effect as 

the same positions were passed rapidly back and forth”, – was mentioned in the report.  

Another field for AI is military.  The extract from the report by Human Rights Watch in 

2012 states: “The autonomy of weapons that have been deployed or are under development is 

growing quickly. If this trend continues, humans could start to fade out of the decision-making 

loop, retaining a limited oversight role - or perhaps no role at all”. This leads to an idea of 

excluding human factor from war conflicts once and for all. Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force and 

Army – in 20-30 years from now each of these branches could be represented by machines that 

do not involve human control. The problem of control, however, stays extremely urgent. In 

today’s world humanity faced a major dilemma to create a weapon that can decide on its own 

and be 100% efficient in combat or let human operate those machines, giving up efficiency by 

gaining some control.  Some think that giving machines full freedom to make decisions may lead 

to a disaster.“Is it the finger on the trigger that’s the problem? Or is it the part that tells me ‘that’s 

a bad guy’?” - asks Peter W. Singer, a specialist in the future of war at the Brookings Institution. 

The consequences of using artificial weapon might be terrifying: a fighter covering the whole 

city district with fire trying to annihilate few enemy units or a navy destroyer shooting down a 

civilian airplane that got in range of its radars. Another disadvantage of using robots in action is 

moral. Imagine a country having such powerful weapon declared a war to another country that 

doesn’t have advanced technology and still uses men to protect its boundaries. Will it be morally 

right to use machines against live soldiers, leaving them no chance to survive?  But even though 
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everyone sees the potential danger military won’t miss this piece of pie. Using algorithms in 

financial markets has already proved its efficiency. The same may be with modern combat. At 

this stage men don’t have such technologies, but in a rapidly changing world seemingly 

impossible things may become real within few decades or even less.     

 So, the question that is currently in heads of millions is: “Is the threat from AI possible?”  

In trying to give an answer the world has been divided into two camps.  People from the first 

camp think that we do have reasons for fearing AI, thereby we should be very cautious with it. 

An interesting fact, however, is that among these people there are the ones who invest in AI 

industry like Bill Gates and Mark Zuckerberg. Despite countless fans of “Terminator” and                

“I robot” movies this camp also encompasses men who are savvy about science like Stephen 

Hawking. So, do scientists and millionaires have a point? To answer this question let’s take a 

look at the situation from another angle. 

On the other hand, there are people who rather view Artificial Intelligence as a potential 

friend than an enemy. The representatives of this camp are the ones who study AI and know 

underlying principles behind creating artificial neural networks. AI pioneer Jeff Hawkins 

from Numenta - a machine intelligence company, published an article entitled “The terminator is 

not coming. The future will thank us”. Later on in his 2005 book “On Intelligence”he gave a 

quite concise definition of consciousness: “Consciousness is simply what it feels like to have a 

cortex”, - he said. So, creating an intelligent machine does not imply Rene Descartes’ “I think 

therefore I am”. Artificial Intelligence as a field is not about making machines aware of their 

own existence. The main aspect in today’s researches is to make them to handle given tasks.  So, 

at this point the greatest minds struggle to make an algorithm that could work as a human cortex 

does. From mentioned above it becomes clear that creating “the machine” capable of self-

knowledge is simply not viable enough to meet our current needs. 

If to talk about progress modern algorithms do not do well. They can perform advanced 

calculation and act within extremely short time periods, but they struggle with such tasks as 

distinguishing colors, shapes and density – all the things that men do well, thereby showing its 

inability to be used for handling the majority of the tasks we would want them to handle.  To 

illustrate how bad computers are at processing three-dimensional world, it is enough to 

familiarize with the recent research conducted by Google AI department. Google developers 

successfully created algorithm that recognizes pictures with cats on them. The complexity of this 

algorithm clearly demonstrates how hard it is for algorithms to perform such tasks. However, the 

progress has already been made – this algorithm can recognize cats... Although the algorithm 
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does not know what cats are, this project represents a big step forward in the field of computer 

science.      

Studying Artificial Intelligence opens new horizons to humanity. In the future with the 

help of AI we will be able to explore space, unknown to us before,  make scientific discoveries, 

that will give us answers to question we have been struggling with, improve healthcare system 

increasing average lifespan of a human being. These were only some benefits we will get by 

fully integrating AI into our lives. The great discoveries are yet to come thereby we should not 

treat AI, as a potential hazard. Instead we must see the opportunities, and do everything possible 

to ensure ourselves a better future.  
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Annotation: Nowadays team motivation is a very important part of the working process of company. The 

question about what is the moving force for person was discussing by such great psychologist as 
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It is very important to understand what team-motivation is. The process of team-

motivation pursues two objectives: On the one hand, it takes aim at convincing and enthusing 

people for a cause, so that they jointly strive for achieving the matter. On the other hand, team-

motivation is targeted on preventing the discouragement of the involved parties, so that they can 

work both effectively and trouble-free.  

There are various approaches to how a team can be motivated in a sustainable way. In the 

following I will elaborate on two common theories of Maslow and Herzberg, who greatly 

contributed to the field of motivation. 
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The American psychologist Abraham Maslow (1908–1970) developed a hierarchical 

visualization of human necessities, which nowadays is known as ‘Maslow’s pyramid of needs’ [1]. 

According to Maslow, human needs can be separated into five different categories, which each 

have a differing weighing with regard to their importance and effect on the individual. The 

lowest and most important necessity is the one depending on physiological factors, such as 

hunger, thirst and sleep. A human being will not be motivated and cannot advance to the next 

higher ranked category unless the fulfillment of these physical criteria is provided. 
 

 
Figure 1. « Maslow's Pyramid of Needs» [1] 

 

Once the physiological needs are given, a new set of necessities will emerge, namely 

factors comprising safety patterns. These factors can be further divided into abstract criteria such 

as financial stability, a safeguarded job environment as well as other tangible elements including 

a proper home and an actual perception of individual safeness with regard to physical threats. 

As soon as an individual is both physiologically satisfied and feeling safe, s/he will seek 

to establish and enhance social relations. Solitude is a major factor of discouragement, given that 

no social interactions are provided. The lack of communication will inevitably deprive the 

individual of its encouragement and power to progress in his job and life.  

A similar approach was developed by Frederick Herzberg [2], who, however, only 

supposes two separate factors that may enable or prevent motivation. Herzberg differentiates 

between hygiene factors and motivators. The former can be understood as the essential pre-

conditions that are necessary to enable the motivation of a person or team. Hygiene factors 

include those influencing factors that can prevent discouragement, though cannot evoke 

satisfaction. 

Once all of the hygiene factors are provided, motivators come in to play. Motivators are 

those factors that can evoke and establish satisfaction. If motivators are not present and 

perceived as such, an individual doesn’t necessarily need to be unhappy but is rather not 

satisfied. In the majority of cases, motivators represent those factors that are closely related to 

the work an individual is exercising, such as the individual’s performance, appraisal, the field of 
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work that an individual is engaged in, responsibilities, as well as promotions or further training. 

All of these factors can be used to orient an individual or an entire team towards shared 

objectives provided that hygiene factors are fully established and appreciated. 

While both concepts provide theoretical insights into the possibilities of motivation, it is 

the actual implementation of the aforementioned principles that can be regarded as the intrinsic 

challenge. 

Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing 

company, with more than 323,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries [3]. 

Combining unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries and 

business functions, and extensive research on the world’s most successful companies, Accenture 

collaborates with clients to help them become high-performance businesses and governments 

Companies that dispose of highly motivated employees can exceed those with lower 

employee engagement in terms of profitability. This indicates that an effective motivational 

program is not only something that is nice to have, but can render a significant advantage over 

the competitive landscape. Moreover, an encouraged employee is less likely to leave the 

company in favor of another firm offering a higher monetary compensation. In addition, highly 

engaged employees tend to encourage others to put their heart and soul into their work as well. 

Money and competitive salaries and bonuses – contrary to popular belief – will not help 

with achieving business excellence. Also, if a competing company offers a higher salary, the 

employee might quit his/her job at Accenture in favor of an improved payment scale.  

Firstly, in excess of its mission statements, Accenture tries to create real meaning with 

regard to an individual’s work by providing highly motivating jobs, broad and challenging 

responsibilities, good relationships and a compelling future along with splendid career 

opportunities within the firm. 

Motivating jobs are jobs that provide the employee with a broad variety of tasks so that 

s/he can apply and develop a wide range of skills.  

By empowering employees to exert influence over their specific work areas, Accenture 

increases the chances that an employee will find and implement improvements to already 

established processes – thereby improving the overall project efficiency and impact on the 

client’s organization.  

Principle of Accenture’s strict performance orientation is the company’s “Up-or-Out” 

approach (sometimes also referred as “Grow-or-Go”), which illustrates the imperative of 

continuous career growth. 

Looking at responsibilities and work habits, it is a strong universal Accenture rule that 
only the desired end results of a task (final deliverables) are defined at the beginning of a work 
process (management by objectives), so that the employee is empowered to creatively find his 
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own path of activities to achieve the predefined goals. By doing so, Accenture employees are 
assigned broader responsibilities along with the chance to customize the means of achieving the 
results with regard to their unique skills, strengths and preferences. 

The Accenture leadership has learnt that good relationships amongst co-workers can 
result in not only an individual’s higher motivation but can spread a sense of encouragement and 
engagement across the whole project. An individual strives to achieve mutual respect and 
appreciation. When an employee feels that co-workers value his input and listen to what he has 
to say, he will put more effort into his job in order to provide the team with beneficial and 
accurate contributions and become an essential and worthwhile part of the team.  

A compelling future at a company is not only a factor of motivation but also buys 
employee’s loyalty. If an employee feels that he fits into the company with regard to his talents 
and goals, being in-line with the company’s needs, s/he is very likely to establish a faithful and 
trustful relationship towards his employer. However, this fit not only leads to employee loyalty 
but also to a higher employee engagement, since they want to pursue their career aspirations. 

Accenture also offers tons of trainings and continuous education for its employees. On 
the one hand, people have access to large online libraries of best practices and video lectures to 
enhance their individual skills. On the other hand, each employee receives a monetary budget for 
a number of advanced trainings that are held in various locations across the globe. Employees 
decide on the lectures they want to attend, which enables a specialized improvement and 
development within their field of work. 

However, one should not forget that even the most encouraged employee needs time for 
recovery after intense times of work. The more energy the employee has put in the project, the 
higher the engagement and the higher the necessity for leisure compensation. Therefore it is 
inevitable to invest in an employee’s well-being and energy-recovery, so that his engagement 
and motivation are sustainable conditions.  

In order to help people to sustain sufficient reserves of physical, mental and emotional 
energy Accenture organizes activities and events during and after working days according to the 
motto “It doesn’t matter what you do, as long as you do it together”. 

A consultant has to understand that a healthy relationship to the client is the basis of 
business in the field of consulting. It facilitates the work flow on current ventures and can enable 
the possibility of future projects. Therefore the client always has the final say, which needs to be 
respected by the Accenture employee. At times, however, the superiority of the client can result 
in unreasonable expectations or demands in the form of excessive workloads or time pressure. 
Managers need to know when to step in and mitigate such conflicts before results will suffer. 
Leadership must work on minimizing physical stress factors such as overtime, work and life 
conflicts and psychological diversions like nondisclosure, gossip and public dispraise from the 
client. 
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In conclusion one can say that a lot of Accenture’s best practices corroborate the two 
theories  from Abraham Maslow and Frederick Herzberg.  Accenture has understood that highly 
devoted  employees will  foster growth in profitability and productivity. 

Regardless of which of Maslow’s hierarchical categories, Accenture has carefully tailored 
an equivalent solution attending to all five stages of human needs. 

Owing to the increasingly demanding business world, the balancing of employee efforts 
and recovery is more critical than ever. The company has understood that an employee’s energy 
is a limited resource that needs to be renewed in order to sustain a high level of engagement.  As 
stated by Maslow, a human being cannot perform well if physiological factors, which resemble 
the employee’s physical, mental and emotional energy, are disregarded. 

The same applies to the second of Maslow’s imperatives called safety.  Accenture strives 
to establish a work environment that encourages risk taking and transparency as well as mutual 
trust.  Moreover, Accenture’s leadership enables employees to envision a future within the 
company, attending to the abstract criteria of financial stability and a safeguarded job. Especially 
the latter is supported by the company with regard to diverse trainings and personal coaching that 
help facilitate individual career objectives. Furthermore, the company’s system of team 
motivation aspires to cultivate a culture of trust – where co-workers can rely on each other and 
colleagues offer support in times of intense work periods. 

Evidently, Accenture meets all of the human imperatives of employee engagement that 
were initially described by Herzberg and Maslow and thus provides a loyal and devoted 
workforce that is accounting for the difference between an excellent business performanceand 
mediocrity. 
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While higher education graduates are more likely to find employment than people with 

lower levels of qualifications, higher education curricula are often slow to respond to changing 

needs in the wider economy, and fail to anticipate or help shape the careers of tomorrow. That is 

why modern education programmes in Europe need reformation. Today's graduates need to have 

high-level, employable skills, as well as the transferable skills that equip graduates for a fast-

changing labour market. 

Students need to succeed after graduation, and a high quality learning environment which 

recognises and supports good teaching is nesessary as well. 

As the European Union policy paper on Rethinking Education says,  there is a strong 

need for flexible, innovative learning approaches and delivery methods to improve quality and 

relevance while expanding student numbers in Europe.  One key way of achieving this, in line 

with the Paper, is to exploit the transformational benefits of ICTs and other new technologies to 

enrich teaching, improve learning experiences and support personalized learning. 

Quality teaching and learning has broad horizons, taking place in a research-rich 

environment, where the subject matter is driven by the latest knowledge and research, delivered 

in a way which encourages students to develop academic literacy and both subject specific and 

generic skills which they can apply immediately in the real world, especially in the labour 

market.  

The best teaching encourages students to be aware of and to draw on the research not 

only of the teacher, but also of fellow academics within and beyond the university or college, 

including internationally. In this era of increasingly rapid globalization, the teaching and learning 

experience for all students must be globally connected, enabling students to develop an 

understanding of how their subject is viewed and pursued in different parts of the world. 
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The reform and modernization of Europe’s higher education depends on the competence 

and motivation of teachers and researchers, yet staffing levels have often not kept pace with 

expanding student numbers, putting further pressure on already strained capacities. Better 

working conditions, including transparent and fair recruitment procedures, better initial and 

continuing professional development, and better recognition and reward of teaching and research 

excellence, are essential to ensure that Europe produces, attracts, and retains the high quality 

academic staff it needs. 

The High-level Group on the modernization of higher education has recently produced 

a report with key recommendations  on improving the quality of teaching and learning in higher 

education in Europe. 

In 2006 the European Parliament and Council adopted the Recommendation on further 

European cooperation in quality assurance in higher education  which promoted the use of 

the European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance  (ESG). The recommendation 

encouraged EU countries to set up the European Quality Assurance Register (EQAR)  for higher 

education. 

EQAR is an independent organization which manages the register of quality assurance 

agencies in higher education that can operate across national borders, helping to develop a 

European dimension to quality assurance. These quality assurance agencies need to comply with 

the principles of the ESG in order to be registered in EQAR. 

The European Commission publishes progress reports on developments in quality 

assurance  at European level [5]. 

In Estonia, the Higher Education Strategy 2006-2015 includes several action lines 

focusing on the development of teaching skills. Thus, the transition to competence-based study 

programmes is supported by training for teaching staff, focussing on modern teaching and 

assessment methods.  

In Spain, Strategy University 2015 is a government initiative to modernize universities 

through the coordination of the autonomous regional university systems and the development of 

a modern Spanish University System. One of its priorities is quality assurance in teaching, 

through the assessment, certification and accreditation of institutions, teachers and programmes, 

carried out by the Quality Assurance and Accreditation Agency (ANECA). 

There are some effective methods in this modernization programme of the European 

Commission. Anyway, education process needs to have changes in all the aspects, not only 

teaching and learning methods.  

That is why the best and the only salvation from this situation is the use of Systems 

thinking.  
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Systems thinking is a cohesive approach to management that views all key processes as 

parts of an overall system, rather than in isolation or as segments.  

In general systems theory, a system is any collection of interrelated parts that together 

constitute a larger whole. These component parts, or elements of the system are intimately linked 

with one another, either directly or indirectly, and any change in one or more elements may 

affect the overall performance of the system, either beneficially or adversely.  

The system may consist of four distinct elements A, B, C, D, which are related to or 

dependent upon each other as indicated. Note that some interrelationships may be two-way, 

while others may be one-way only. These elements may themselves be capable of further 

breakdown into other smaller components, and may thus be regarded as sub-systems of the 

overall system. 

Understanding the relationships is critical to obtaining desired results, making targeted 

improvements, and achieving organizational effectiveness. When an organization is governed by 

systems thinking, work progresses at a faster, more efficient pace. Leaders with a systems-

management approach guide synchronous actions across the entire organization, assuring 

alignment and integration of all units to maximize resources and productivity [1].  

American experience shows that it is possible to develop and sustain a systems 

perspective and a culture of continuous and breakthrough improvement in higher education 

institutions. There are several models and frameworks that can assist campus leaders in 

developing this perspective and using systems thinking to benefit their institutions. The Baldrige 

Education Criteria for Performance Excellence provides a management model with a systems 

perspective for managing higher education institutions and their key processes to achieve results. 

The criteria also serve as the basis for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. First 

published in 1999, the education criteria have been used by postsecondary institutions across the 

United States for more than a decade.  

Most states and numerous other countries have established similar criteria and award 

programs based on the Baldrige criteria. The education criteria are built on a set of interrelated 

core values and concepts, including visionary leadership, learning-centered education, and 

systems perspective. Within the Baldrige framework, a systems perspective is defined as the 

senior leadership focus on strategic directions and students. It means the senior leadership team 

monitors, responds to, and manages performance based on results, both short term and strategic. 

A systems perspective also includes using information and organizational knowledge to develop 

core strategies while linking these strategies with key processes and resources to improve both 

student and institutional performance.  
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Baldrige Criteria in Use at UW-Stout UW-Stout began using the Baldrige criteria in 

1999. In 2001, the school became the first higher education institution to receive the Malcolm 

Baldrige National Quality Award. One of 13 campuses that make up the University of Wisconsin 

System, UW-Stout enrolls approximately 8,800 in career focused undergraduate and graduate 

programs. The university continues to use the Baldrige criteria and was cited by the Academic 

Quality Improvement Program as a “national and international role model for quality in higher 

education.” Over the past decade, UW-Stout has demonstrated a systems perspective to 

performance excellence and has developed a culture of continuous improvement that has been 

tested by changing student demographics, declining state appropriations, and continuing turnover 

in key leadership positions. UW-Stout’s management approach has sustained its key 

performance results through changes in economic and market conditions. These performance 

goals are calibrated by best-practice benchmarks and competitive comparisons. Although there 

are numerous components to UW-Stout’s quality management system, four components have 

been critical to the system and have been in place and refined continuously for more than a 

decade:  

– An inclusive leadership system.  

– A clearly defined set of student and stakeholder groups and understanding of their key 

requirements.  

– A participatory planning process.  

– An end-to-end system for measuring institutional performance [2]. 

The processes of teaching and learning can be considered to be very complex systems 

indeed. The input to a given teaching/learning system consists of people, resources and 

information, and the output consists of people whose performance or ideas have (it is to be 

hoped) improved in some desired way.  

The teaching/learning process may be so complex that it can only be considered as a 

'black box' whose mechanisms are not fully understood. However, research into the nature of the 

learning process has thrown some light on what happens inside the 'black box'. This has enabled 

educational technologists to structure the input to systems of this type in such a way as to try to 

improve the output through increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the learning process, 

thus leading to a systems approach to course and curriculum design based on current knowledge 

of how people learn. Such a systems approach attempts to mould the input to a course in such a 

way as to enable the optimal assimilation of knowledge and skills to take place during the 

learning process, and hence maximize the quality of the output [4]. 

Anyway, the systems thinking is not only about leadership. Moreover, it answers not only 

the questions how to provide for learning and human development. It could be used more deeply.  
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The practical implementation of a systematic approach to the problems of quality control in 

education process can be used with the use of mathematical modeling. This work is being 

realized in Don state technical university. 
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Antes del año 1999 cada país en Europa tenía su propia sistema de educación. El Proceso 

de Bolonia cambió esta situación. La Declaración de Bolonia fue firmada por los ministros de 

Educación de diversos países de Europa, en la ciudad italiana de Bolonia.  

Se trataba de una declaración conjunta que dió inicio a un proceso de convergencia de los 

sistemas educativas. Es decir, no era un camino hacia la "uniformidad" de la educación superior 
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europea. Se respetaron los principios fundamentales de autonomía y diversidad. Tenía como 

objetivo facilitar el intercambio de titulados y adaptar el contenido de los estudios universitarios 

a las demandas sociales [2]. 

Hasta el momento participan 46 países europeos. 

La Declaración de Bolonia se articula en torno a seis acciones relativas a: 

 un sistema de grados académicos fácilmente reconocibles y comparables. Incluye la 

creación de un suplemento común al título superior para mejorar la transparencia; 

 un sistema basado fundamentalmente en dos ciclos: un primer ciclo orientado al 

mercado laboral con una duración mínima de tres años, y un segundo ciclo (máster) al que se 

accede sólo si se completa el primer ciclo; 

 un sistema de acumulación y transferencia de créditos similar al sistema ECTS 

utilizado para los intercambios Erasmus; 

 la movilidad de los estudiantes, docentes e investigadores: la supresión de todos los 

obstáculos a la libertad de circulación; 

 la cooperación en lo que respecta a la garantía de la calidad; 

 la dimensión europea en la enseñanza superior: aumento del número de módulos, 

cursos y planes de estudios cuyo contenido, orientación u organización tengan una dimensión 

europea.  

Pero algunos países se registraron fuertes resistencias a la implantación del nuevo modelo 

y provocaron su exclusión del mismo. Así por ejemplo Italia, que se había incorporado 

inmediatamente al modelo Bolonia, aunque ha dado marcha atrás y regresado de hecho al 

modelo anterior. En países como Holanda los resultados derivados de la introducción de la 

reforma han sido para muchos desalentadores y objeto de duras críticas [1]. 

Había y las situaciónes inversas:  por ejemplo, el Reino Unido, que no precisa acogerse al 

nuevo modelo sencillamente porque éste encaja perfectamente en su tradición educativa; o 

Alemania, donde los estudios de Derecho han quedado al margen – sin demasiadas resistencias – 

de Bolonia. 

Pero la crisis económica ha supuesto una llamada de atención que la ha obligado a 

Europa a unirse y centrarse en las cuestiones verdaderamente importantes. Una de ellas es la 

educacion.  

El problema de educación ha sido un elemento central de una positiva Estrategia europea 

de crecimiento inteligente y sostenible – la Estrategia 2020 – y continuará estando en un lugar 

central a medida que Europa avance.  
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La Estrategia Europa 2020 es el plan de acción de la Unión Europea (UE) para el 

crecimiento en los próximos años. La UE necesita una mayor cantidad de personas altamente 

cualificadas, competentes e innovadoras para hacer frente a la competencia mundial [4]. 

Sin embargo, Europa está rezagada en materia de inversión en educación superior así 

como en número de investigadores. Para remediar esta situación, la Comisión presenta Erasmus 

Plus.  Es el programa de la UE para las áreas de educación, formación, juventud y deporte para el 

período de 2014 a 2020. El programa tiene una dotación total de euros 14.774.524.000 para este 

período. 

Las reformas deben ser realizadas por los propios Estados miembros y las instituciones de 

educación superior.  

La Comisión identifica varios objetivos y los medios para alcanzarlos: 

 Aumentar los niveles de cualificación: uno de los objetivos de la Estrategia 

Europa 2020 es lograr, de aquí a 2020, que un 40 % de los jóvenes tenga estudios superiores 

completos o equivalentes. Para ello, es necesario que la educación superior atraiga a más 

personas, sobre todo sensibilizando a los alumnos de grupos desfavorecidos y a los adultos.  

 Mejorar la calidad y la pertinencia de la educación superior: los programas de 

estudios, incluida la formación de los investigadores, deben adaptarse a las actuales necesidades 

del mercado de trabajo. Se deben explotar las nuevas tecnologías para lograr métodos de 

investigación más eficaces y una educación más flexible y personalizada (por ejemplo, la 

formación en línea).  

 Fomentar la movilidad y la cooperación transnacional: el número de estudiantes que 

efectúa un periodo de estudios o de formación en el extranjero debe duplicarse de aquí a 2020.  

 Vincular la educación superior, la investigación y las empresas: debe fomentarse la 

asociación entre las instituciones de educación superior y las empresas. También es importante 

que las universidades utilicen los resultados de la investigación y la innovación en su oferta de 

educación y que promuevan las capacidades emprendedoras, creadoras e innovadoras. 

 Mejorar la gobernanza y la financiación: es necesario aumentar las inversiones en la 

educación superior, así como diversificar las fuentes de financiación recurriendo más a la 

financiación privada. Asimismo, los sistemas de financiación deben ser más flexibles, permitir a 

las instituciones definir sus orientaciones estratégicas y basarse en resultados, con el fin de 

introducir un cierto grado de competencia [3]. 

La Unión pretende respaldar los esfuerzos emprendidos por las autoridades nacionales y 

por las instituciones mediante el seguimiento de la Estrategia Europa 2020 y asegurándose de 
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que su marco financiero para 2014-2020 permite a las distintas políticas implicadas apoyar la 

modernización de la educación superior. 

Por su parte, la Comisión adoptará una serie de medidas [4]: 

 pondrá en marcha un instrumento de clasificación de las universidades basado en los 

resultados en cinco ámbitos, que permitirá a los estudiantes efectuar una elección guiada; 

 mejorará el reconocimiento de los estudios cursados en el extranjero reforzando el 

Sistema (DE) (EN) (FR) ECTS; 

 creará un mecanismo de garantía de préstamos para estudiantes que cursen un máster 

en otro Estado miembro; 

 adoptará un programa estratégico en materia de innovación; 

 propondrá un marco de calidad para los periodos de prácticas acompañado por una 

plataforma única para las ofertas de prácticas en Europa; 

 favorecerá las relaciones con terceros países en materia de educación superior; 

 propondrá modificaciones a las directivas relativas a los estudiantes y a 

los investigadores extranjeros para que la UE resulte más atractiva para estos últimos; 

 creará un grupo de alto nivel para la modernización de la educación superior.  
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One of the most important skills anyone can hold in daily life is the ability to negotiate. 

In general terms, a negotiation is a resolution of conflict. We enter negotiations in order to start 

or continue a relationship and resolve an issue. Even before we accept our first jobs, or begin our 

careers, we all learn how to negotiate. For one person it begins with the negotiation of an 

allowance with a parent. For another it involves negotiating a television schedule with a sibling. 

Some people are naturally stronger negotiators, and are capable of getting their needs met more 

easily than others. Without the ability to negotiate, people break off relationships, quit jobs, or 

deliberately avoid conflict and uncomfortable situations. 

Negotiation is a dialogue between two or more people or parties, intended to reach an 

understanding, resolve point of difference, or gain advantage in outcome of dialogue, to produce 

an agreement upon courses of action, to bargain for individual or collective advantage, to craft 

outcomes to satisfy various interests of two persons/parties involved in negotiation process. 

Negotiation is a process where each party involved in negotiating tries to gain an 

advantage for themselves by the end of the process. Negotiation is intended to aim at 

compromise. Negotiation occurs in business, non-profit organizations, government branches, 

legal proceedings, among nations and in personal situations such as marriage, divorce, parenting, 

and everyday life.  

Negotiation tactics are always an important part of the negotiating process. More often 

than not they are subtle, difficult to identify and used for multiple purposes. Tactics are more 

frequently used in distributive negotiations and when the focus in on taking as much value off 
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the table as possible.[1] Many negotiation tactics exist. But we are going to pay attention to a 

few commonly used tactics. 

The first tactic to begin with is auction. The bidding process is designed to create 

competition [1]. When multiple parties want the same thing, pit them against one another. When 

people know that they may lose out on something, they will want it even more. Not only do they 

want the thing that is being bid on, they also want to win, just to win. Taking advantage of 

someone’s competitive nature can drive up the price. 

Brinksmanship: One party aggressively pursues a set of terms to the point at which the 

other negotiating party must either agree or walk away. Brinkmanship is a type of “hard nut” 

approach to bargaining in which one party pushes the other party to the “brink” or edge of what 

that party is willing to accommodate. Successful brinksmanship convinces the other party they 

have no choice but to accept the offer and there is no acceptable alternative to the proposed 

agreement [2]. 

Bogey: Negotiators use the bogey tactic to pretend that an issue of little or no importance 

to him or her is very important. Then, later in the negotiation, the issue can be traded for a major 

concession of actual importance. 

Chicken: Negotiators propose extreme measures, often bluffs, to force the other party to 

chicken out and give them what they want. This tactic can be dangerous when parties are 

unwilling to back down and go through with the extreme measure [3]. 

Defense in Depth: Several layers of decision-making authority is used to allow further 

concessions each time the agreement goes through a different level of authority [1]. In other 

words, each time the offer goes to a decision maker, that decision maker asks to add another 

concession in order to close the deal. 

Deadlines: Give the other party a deadline forcing them to make a decision. This method 

uses time to apply pressure to the other party. Deadlines given can be actual or artificial. 

Flinch: Flinching is showing a strong negative physical reaction to a proposal. Common 

examples of flinching are gasping for air, or a visible expression of surprise of shock. The flinch 

can be done consciously or unconsciously. The flinch signals to the opposite party that you think 

the offer or proposal is absurd in hopes the other party will lower their aspirations [4]. Seeing a 

physical reaction is more believable than hearing someone saying, “I’m shocked.” 

Good Guy/Bad Guy: The good guy/bad guy approach is typically used in team 

negotiations where one member of the team makes extreme or unreasonable demands, and the 

other offers a more rational approach. This tactic is named after a police interrogation technique 

often portrayed in the media. The “good guy” will appear more reasonable and understanding, 

and therefore, easier to work with. In essence, it is using the law of relativity to attract 
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cooperation. The good guy will appear more agreeable relative to the “bad guy” [2]. This tactic 

is easy to spot because of its frequent use. 

Highball/Lowball: Depending on whether selling or buying, sellers or buyers use a 

ridiculously high, or ridiculously low opening offer that will never be achieved. The theory is 

that the extreme offer will cause the other party to reevaluate his or her own opening offer and 

move close to the resistance point (as far as you are willing to go to reach an agreement) [3]. 

Another advantage is that the person giving the extreme demand appears more flexible he or she 

makes concessions toward a more reasonable outcome. A danger of this tactic is that the 

opposite party may think negotiating is a waste of time. 

The Nibble: Nibbling is asking for proportionally small concessions that haven’t been 

discussed previously just before closing the deal [4]. This method takes advantage of the other 

party’s desire to close by adding “just one more thing.” 

Snow Job: Negotiators overwhelm the other party with so much information that he or 

she has difficulty determining which facts are important, and which facts are diversions [3]. 

Negotiators may also use technical language or jargon to mask a simple answer to a question 

asked by a non-expert. 

For example, in 2014 there were negotiations between the main leaders of the USA and 

China. They could not reach the agreement on the big question of the climate talks for many 

years. Thus, thanks to the special tactics in negotiations the President Obama pulled off the first 

of two surprise year-end deals when he and Chinese president Xi Jinping announced joint 

promises to cut their countries’ carbon emissions. The agreement may pave the way for a global 

breakthrough on the issue [5]. The big question is why no one thought sooner to give 

bilateral negotiations between the world’s worst polluters a serious chance. 

In the conclusion, it is necessary to underline that in negotiation, there are many tactics 

that can be met or used. They can be fair, foul or something in between, depending on the 

competitive or collaborative style of the people involved and the seriousness of the outcomes. 

Knowing the main tactics and using them right can help to reach the agreement, targets and 

success. 
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Fußball in Deutschland das ist Sportart Nummer eins. Haupttraum jedes deutschen 

Jungen ist einmal sich weißes T-Shirt mit dem Adler auf der Brust anzuziehen und unter Applaus 

der Fußballfans auf dem Stadium zu spielen. Und damit dieser Traum Wirklichkeit wurde, 

funktionieren in Deutschland Tausende Kinder-Jugendliche Fußballschulen. Ihr Ziel ist es, 

immer wieder neue Talente zu suchen, zu finden, sie zu trainieren und sie Meister zu machen.  

Man muss sagen, dass Deutschland an solche Talente immer reich war. Deutsche 

Fußballakademien wie auch Niederländische wirklich beste in der Welt sind. Daraus kommen 

jährlich mehrere neue Spieler. Und natürlich wurde Deutschland, das so viele talentierte 

Fußballspieler hat und das solche Politik der Erziehung der jungen Talente hat, einen der 

Spitzenmeister des Weltfußballs. 

Deutscher Fußballbund wurde am 27.März 1900 geschaffen, das ist der Geburtstag des 

deutschen Fußballs. Zuerst war das ein gewöhnlicher Fußballverein, aber dank der deutschen 

Tüchtigkeit wurde er immer stärker und stärker. Zurzeit  hat deutsche Nationalmannschaft drei 

Europameisterschaft und vier Weltmeisterschaften (WM). Letzter Weltmeisterschaftssieg war im 

Sommer 2014. Damit ist deutsche Nationalmannschaft die populärste in der Welt. Zum ersten 
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Mal zeigte sich der deutsche Fußball 1954 während der WM in der Schweiz. Sie haben diese 

WM gewonnen. 

Doch mussten sie die nächsten zwanzig Jahre auf den Sieg warten. 1974 haben die 

deutschen Fußballer im Endspiel der WM gegen leistungsstarke Holländer gespielt. Die BRD 

gewann 2:1. Alle nächsten WM war die deutsche Mannschaft eine der wichtigsten Favoriten. 

Aber nächste WM gewannen sie 1990 im Spiel gegen Argentinien. Man darf nicht vergessen, 

dass 1972, 1980 und 1996 die Nationalmannschaft der BRD Europameisterschaften gewann.  In 

Endspielen gewann sie gegen Mannschaften der UdSSR, Belgien und Tschechien. So errang 

allmählich Deutschland Anerkennung und Achtung der Fußballwelt. Der bekannte englische 

Fußballspieler Gari Kineker sagte: „Alle spielen Fußball, alle glauben, Favorit zu sein, aber 

gewinnen immer die Deutschen“.  

Deutschland stärkte die Nationalmannschaft mit solchen berühmten Spieler wie Fritz 

Walter, Uwe Seeler, Franz Bekkenbauer, Urgen Grabowski, Gerd Müller, Berti Fogts, Paul 

Braitner, Karl-Hainz Rummenige, Pier Litbarski, Rudi Föller, Lotal Matteus, Oliver Birhoff, 

Mario Basler u.a. Mit solchen legendären Personen und mehreren Siegen kam Deutschland zur 

WM 2014 in Brasilien. 

Der Haupttrainer der Mannschaft Joachim Löwe hatte das Ziel, Weltmeisterschaft zu 

gewinnen. Er trainierte die Mannschaft schon lange und hatte solche berühmte  Fußballspieler in 

der Mannschaft wie  Nojer, Hummels, Kroos, Bil, Götze, Schweinsteiger, Lahm, Klose,                  

Müller u.a.  

Ihre vorzügliche Leistung zeigten die Deutschen der ganzen Welt schon im ersten Spiel. 

Sie zerschlugen Portugiesen 4:0. Danach spielten sie gegen Ghana 2:2 und gegen die USA 1:0. 

So erwarben sie den ersten Platz in der Gruppe. Im Achtel des Finals gewannen sie im Spiel 

gegen Algerien mit Müh und Not 2:1 und im Viertel des Finals gewannen sie 1:0 gegen 

Franzosen, die Favoriten waren. Und danach folgte Halbendspiel gegen Gastgeber Brasilianer. 

Viele glaubten, dass die Deutschen verlieren, aber diesmal war auf dem Feld nur eine 

kampffähige Mannschaft, und das war nicht die brasilianische. Die Deutschen spielten einfach 

genial und gewannen 7:1. Ganzes Brasilien war im Trauer. Deutsche Fußballer fuhren nach Rio 

de Janeiro zum Endspiel gegen Argentinien. 90 Minuten brachten kein Tor, und während der 

zusätzlichen 30 Minuten schoss Mario Götze ein einziges Tor. So brachte er Deutschland den 

vierten Sieg in der Weltmeisterschaft. Das war wunderbares Spiel der berühmten Mannschaft. 

Die Deutschen kehrten den Titel der besten Fußballspieler zurück und schon bereiten sie sich auf 

die neue WM vor, um ihre hervorragende Fußballfähigkeit noch einmal zu beweisen.   
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Scotland is a country with an intense and living national tradition. It is part and partner 

with England: a “part” by reason of the union of the Crowns in 1603, when James VI of Scotland 

became the first ruler of the United Kingdom as James I of England, and a “partner” by virtue of 

the Union of the Parliaments in 1707. 

Scottish national sentiment is a spontaneous thing, neither touchy nor aggressive. If a 

visitor refers to “England” or “English” when he means more generally “British”, he will be 

corrected mildly by the Scots; if he uses the inexact terms when in fact he means “Scotland” or 

“Scottish”, the correction may be a little swifter and less mild. 

This Scottish national awareness is a real thing, not a mere picturesque and self-conscious 

survival from past ages without relevance to modern conditions. 
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A wholly distinct national tradition goes into the creation of this sentiment of 

“Scottishness”. Scotland has her own administration of government, centred in Edinburgh. She 

has her own national heroes; and their heroism was shown chiefly in battles against England. 

The fact that for nearly 200 years the Scots have fought alongside the English makes no 

difference.  

Scotland has its own national drink, a fact so widely known and appreciated that one need 

simply ask for “Scotch”. It also has a distinctive national dress, the kilt, and it should be worn 

only by men! Scotland has its own typical musical instruments (the pipes), its own national 

forms of dancing (highland dancing and Scottish country dancing), its own songs, poetry, 

language, traditions and education.  

The Kingdom of Scotland waged wars for independence with the Kingdom of England at 

the end of XIII – the beginning of the XIV centuries. The First War (1296–1328) began with the 

English invasion of Scotland in 1296, and ended with the signing of the Treaty of Edinburgh-

Northamptonin 1328. The Second War(1332–1357) began with the English-supported invasion 

by Edward Ballioland the "Disinherited" in 1332, and ended in 1357 with the signing of the 

Treaty of Berwick. At the end of both wars, Scotland retained its status as an independent nation.  

The radical and working-class movements have always been very strong in Scotland, 

especially in Glasgow. The push for Scottish autonomy has grown stronger in the past couple 

decades. After a vote for home rule — in which an elected Scottish parliament, rather than the 

mostly-British Houses of Lords and Commons, would determine Scotland-specific policy — was 

overturned in 1979, a second referendum was passed in 1997. That vote led to an independent 

Scottish legislature and more power for the Scotland National Party (SNP), which campaigns 

within the country for Scottish nationalism. 

A national referendum was held in Scotland on 18 September 2014. Voters were asked to 

answer either "Yes" or "No" to the question: "Should Scotland be an independent country?" 

During the week prior to the election, there were heated debates about the consequences of a 

"yes" vote for Scotland's economy, military, finances, currency, government pensions, its share 

of UK debt, question of citizenship, whether the Queen would be retained as Head of State, and 

its relations with NATO, The Commonwealth of Nations, the United Nations, and the European 

Union. The "No" option won, achieving 55.3% of votes, compared to the "Yes" proportion of 

44.7%, from a voter participation rate of 84.5%. 
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The millions of people who voted for independence were not really voting for 

independence from the United Kingdom. They were voting for independence from the 

Conservative Party. They were voting to stop the cuts in public education, the cuts in the national 

health service, the cuts in child care programs. They were voting to preserve the jobs of 

government workers. They were voting, and rallying their friends to vote, to stop austerity. The 

Scottish National Party and the Scottish Socialist Party called for immediate nationalization of 

certain industries if the country voted for independence.  

Many activists pointed out that the referendum didn’t call for true independence. Scotland 

would still have been part of the British Commonwealth and recognized the Queen of England. 

Scotland’s military would have remained united with Britain’s. The British pound would still 

have been the currency.  

One of the big grievances of the Scottish people is that Britain’s nuclear weapons are 

being stored in Scotland. Even though the overwhelming majority of Scottish people don’t want 

nuclear weapons on their territory, each time a proposal to remove them goes before the British 

Parliament, it is voted down. 
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The question of Canadian identity was traditionally dominated by three fundamental 

themes: first, the often conflicted relations between English Canadians and French Canadians 

stemming from the French Canadian imperative for cultural and linguistic survival; secondly, the 

generally close ties between English Canadians and the British Empire, resulting in a gradual 

political process towards complete independence from the imperial power, and, finally, the close 

proximity of English-speaking Canadians to the military, economic and cultural powerhouse of 

the United States. With the gradual loosening of political and cultural ties to Britain in the 

twentieth century, immigrants from Europe, Asia, Africa and the Caribbean have reshaped the 

Canadian identity, a process that continues today with the continuing arrival of large numbers of 

immigrants from non British or French backgrounds, adding the theme of multiculturalism to the 

debate. Today, Canada has a diverse makeup of nationalities and cultures and constitutional 

protection for policies that promote multiculturalism rather than a single national myth. 

Like its neighbour to the south, Canada is a great mixture of immigrant groups but there 

is a crucial difference. Whereas citizens of the USA are encouraged to think of themselves as 

Americans above all else, Canada’s multicultural approach does more to recognize the origins of 

its people, creating an ethnic mosaic as opposed to America’s “melting pot”. Canadians 

themselves, however, are worried about the lack of a clear self-image.  

A former Canadian Prime Minister, Pierre Trudeau, once described being a neighbour of 

the USA as “like sleeping with an elephant”. The two dominant issues in Canadian politics, 

maintaining the unity of the country and establishing a satisfactory relationship with the USA, 

are both connected with the question of national identity. 
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Despite all prophecies about the disappearance of Canada following the Free Trade 

Agreement with the United States, it didn't happen. In fact, Canadian identity has been 

strengthened rather than diminished. This has occurred not only during a period of greater 

economic integration within the North America economy but also during a period of increasing 

globalization.  

Today, according to public opinion surveys, Canadians are more confident of their 

national identity than at any time in recent memory. More, than 90% of Canadians now claim 

that Canada has a unique identity, separate from that of the United States.Canadian national 

identity is based on sense of history and tradition rather than simply a desire not to be American. 

Canadians continue to see the flag, the health care system, their international role, multicultural 

mix, their French and English heritage and even their climate and geography, as some of the 

major components of their national identity. 

The majority of Canadians believe that they can prosper in the next millennium by 

keeping their own values and not trying to become more like Americans. Young Canadians are 

particularly optimistic believing that national identity will become more important in the face of 

increasing globalization and use of the internet. Other evidence also suggests there has been a 

resurgence in Canadian patriotism in the last decade. Many businesses have realized that it is 

profitable to play on consumers’ sense of national identity and appeal to "Canadian values" to 

advertise and sell their products. Moreover, Canadians have taken to flying the national flag in a 

major way and, of course, in towns and cities across the nation, Canada Day has become an 

important national holiday. 

The cultural elite worked hard over the years to create a national identity and protect 

Canadians from American influence. Now, in the midst of a major information and technological 

revolution and, at a time when American cultural influence has never been greater, the 

homogenizing force of globalization never stronger, and state support for culture never weaker, 

Canadians have become more confident of their culture and identity than ever. It is an identity 

founded on confidence and pride, not fear. 
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When talking about cultural imperialism, it is often referred to the proliferation of 

Western moral concepts, products, and political beliefs around the globe. The United States are 

not currently the only cultural imperialists, but today, as a global economic and political 

superpower, the spread of American values in the entire world is at the leading edge of a wave of 

spread of Western goods and consumerist culture. Some people believe that the spread of 

American beliefs and concepts of universal values are beneficial to most nations because their 

propagation of ideas such as freedom, democracy, equality, and human rights are concepts that 

should be, in some people’s opinion, universal indeed. Proponents argue that their contributions 

of modern ways of thinking and standards of becoming part of the industrialized and modernized 

world, make world society better-off. 

Others, on the contrary, consider this American cultural hegemony as a threat. Indeed 

they may be positively helping countries, but these benefits inevitably come at the cost of hurting 

local markets and local cultures. While traditional cultural values are progressively being wiped 

away, critics argue, the world is increasingly stepping towards a process of cultural 

synchronization in which a common global culture based on imperialists societies is becoming 

more evident. This cultural uniformity would predictably lead to the extinction of cultures and 

make the world less culturally rich and diverse. 

It is somewhat comical that after a century and half of Americans worrying about foreign 

influences on their culture, of complaining about the negative influences of the Old World, its 

“Babylonian sins” and moral decay, the winds have seemingly shifted in the other direction. 

Once criticism from outside America claimed that the United States had very little cultural 

influence in the world. Now it seems that America culture has become too popular. 
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One French critic, acknowledging the preeminence of the American novel, complains of 

home-grown imitations of American culture. A member of the French Academy of Medicine 

worries because the “English of America” has become dominant in the literature of international 

science. He states that “America's linguistic imperialism is in no doubt”. The American-trained 

architect I.M. Pei is selected to design a new cultural center in Paris, and some Frenchmen are 

talking of ''cultural betrayal''. Similarly, an editor of a major German newspaper asks  why there 

are ''so many'' American dancers, musicians, and even orchestra directors in Germany. Another 

critic notes that while German literature becomes less well known in the U.S, American books 

and literature are now ''in third place behind Austria and Switzerland''in German imports. 

Complaints about the amount of American music on the radio, and American films, videos, and 

television series are frequent. 

The British seems to be the most sensitive to the strong influence of their former 

colonies. The ''negative effects'' of American English spread by radio, TV, films, music and 

videos on British teenagers are deplored in a never-ending series of letters to the nation's press. 

The writers of these letters usually forget that words like ''radio,'' ''TV'', or ''teenager'' were once 

considered ''terrible Americanisms.'' Almost a third think that America has too much negative 

influence on ''British morality''. 

If Benjamin Franklin – who two centuries ago complained so bitterly about negative 

British influences - could come back today, what would he think when he heard that his brave 

New World had become  the ''New Babylon''?  

The cultural maturity of Americans has made them less concerned about what can be 

labeled ''foreign'' or ''made in America''. Internationalism and pluralism are expected and 

welcomed.   The degree of influence of America in various countries differs from each other. In 

some countries it is accepted,while others are fighting for the sustainability of their traditions 

and culture. So, some Western researchers (A. Gober, E. Thibault and others), believe that the 

penetration of American popular culture, Americanization of national cultures of Europe is a 

cultural war. American culture is spreading around the world due to the fact that it includes 

borrowed foreign styles and ideas. America collects and modifies cultural products from other 

countries, and distributes them all over the planet. This process is carried out thanks to the 

reproduction of mass culture by many commercial enterprises (such as Adidas, McDonald's, 

Disney, MTV, etc.). Americanization is a process that is based on the desire of Americans to use 

the capabilities of other countries and impose their vision of the world. This is due to the 

dominant position that the United States occupies in the world. 

Economic superiority, military power, the spread of cultural values and traditions are 

considered as the basis of imperial capabilities of the United States. The result of the process of 
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Americanization is changing values, traditions, way of life, accustomed to the society and 

replacing them with the American lifestyle, values, material symbols. The result is a unified 

culture based on American values.  

However, it should be noted that the mixing and interpenetration of different cultures 

does not necessarily lead to universal standardization in the framework of Americanization. 

Often national culture is able to adapt the trends, which are universal (for example, adaptation of 

the McDonald's restaurant in India vegetarian menu).  

So Jacques Ellul writes that "culture cannot be universal, since man is not universal. He 

lives in a certain place and time, characterized by historical, evolutionary, ethnic specificity". 
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The art of the moving image is our universal art, which comprises all others, literature 

and acting, stage design and music, dance and the beauty of nature. It is the only art today that 

appeals to all social and economic classes. 
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What our society suffers from most today is the absence of consensus about what it and 

life in it ought to be. Most societies derive consensus from a long history, a language all their 

own, a common religion, common ancestry. The myths by which they live are based on all of 

these. But the United States is a country of immigrants, coming from a great variety of nations. 

Many different cultural traditions, ethnic sympathies, national origins, racial groups, and 

religious affiliations make up “we the people”. Lately, it has been emphasized that an asocial, 

narcissistic personality has become characteristic of Americans.   

In his study of narcissism, Christopher Lasch says that modern man, «tortured by self-

consciousness, turns to new cults and therapies not to free himself of his personal obsessions but 

to find meaning and purpose in life, to find something to live for». There is widespread distress 

because national morale has declined, and they have lost an earlier sense of national vision and 

purpose.  

Contrary to rigid religions or political beliefs, as are found in totalitarian societies, 

American culture is one of great individual differences. This leads to disunity, even chaos. 

Americans believe in the value of diversity, but just because theirs is a society based on 

individual diversity, it needs consensus about some over-arching ideas more than societies based 

on the uniform origin of their citizens. Hence, if they are to have consensus, it must be based on 

a myth-a vision- about a common experience, a conquest that made them Americans. Only a 

common myth can offer relief from the fear that life is without meaning or purpose. Myths 

permit them to examine their place in the world by comparing it to a shared idea. Myths are 

shared fantasies that form the tie that binds the individual to other members of his group. Such 

myths help to ward off feelings of isolation, guilt, anxiety, and purposelessness- in short, they 

combat isolation and anomie. 

They used to have a myth that bound them together; R. W. B. Lewis summarizes the 

myth by which Americans used to live: “God decided to give man another chance by opening up 

a new world across the sea. Practically vacant, this glorious land had almost inexhaustible 

natural resources. Many people came to this new world. They were people of special energy, 

self-reliance, intuitive intelligence, and purity of heart….This nation’s special mission in the 

world would be to serve as the moral guide for all other nations.” 

The movies used to transmit this myth, particularly the westerns, which presented the 

challenge of bringing civilization to places where before there was none. The western gave them 

a vision of the need for cooperation and civilization, because without it man would perish. The 
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most popular symbol in these westerns was the railroad, which formed the link between 

wilderness and civilization. The railroad was the symbol of man’s role as civilizer.  

This was a wonderful vision of man-or the United States –in the New World; it was a 

myth by which one could live and grow, and it served as a consensus about what it meant to be 

an American. But although most of them continue to enjoy this myth, by now it has lost most of 

its vitality. They have become too aware of the destruction of nature and of the American Indian 

– part of the reality of opening the West-to be able to savor this myth fully. They want to share a 

vision, one that would enlighten them about what it means to be an American today, so that they 

can be proud not only of their heritage but also of the world they are building together. 

Science-fiction movies can serve as myths about the future and thus give them some 

assurance about it. Such movies tell about progress that will expand man’s powers. 

What Americans need most is a consensus that includes the idea of individual freedom, as 

well as acceptance of the plurality of ethnic backgrounds and religious beliefs inherent in the 

population. Art can bind together diverse elements. But only the ruling art of a period is apt to 

provide such unity: for the Greeks, it was classical art; for the British, Elizabethan art; for the 

United States , it has to be the moving picture, the central art of our time, because no other art 

experience is so open and accessible to everyone. 
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At the beginning of the 21st century it was not easy to define the New Zealander, or even 

to explain the origin of many New Zealand characteristics. The character of the country’s people 

had been in part shaped by the physical environment – the outdoor climate, the proximity to 

beach and bush, the location in the South Pacific. No less important were the very different 

cultures brought to the country by waves of settlers – Maori who arrived some 700 years ago 

from the Pacific, the British and Irish who dominated the population for over a century from 

1850, and more recent immigrants from Asia and the Pacific. All of these groups would have 

agreed that each were New Zealanders. All would have accepted that New Zealanders were no 

longer ‘Better Britons’. But the cultural meaning of the New Zealander had become uncertain. 

How it would evolve was one of the major issues for the new century.  

When the Maori and the Europeans (or the Pakeha in the Maori language) first met 200 

years ago, they had extremely different ways of life. But now, after a long period of living 

together in the same country, the situation has changed greatly. Most of the old Maori way of life 

has disappeared, and the Maori of today live in a very similar way to the Pakeha, so people often 

call their country “Britain of the Pacific”. They have the same kinds of house, do the same kinds 

of work, and participate in all aspects of the general way of life. But for most Maori there are 

some aspects of living that differ from the general New Zealand pattern. Many speak Maori in 

addition to English; they spend some of their time in activities connected with their particular 

Maori tribe. They tend to maintain ties with a much larger group of relations than the Pakeha do, 

and as a result, attend more family gathering. Above all, they feel strongly that they are Maori 

and not Pakeha.  
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Some people believe that the Maori and the Pakeha should forget that they are two 

different peoples and become one – New Zealanders. Others, including most Maori, believe that 

it is good to have different ways of life existing together in New Zealand: a multicultural society, 

where people of all cultures show respect for various ways of life. 

Initiated in Canada and picked up in the 1970s in Australia, the concept of 

multiculturalism quickly spread to New Zealand. It was proposed that people could be legitimate 

members of the New Zealand nation while retaining their own language, foods and traditions. At 

the first New Zealand Day ceremony at Waitangi in 1974 there were ostentatious efforts to put 

New Zealand’s ethnic variety on display. 

The Maori favour this idea because they fear that integration is likely to mean an entirely 

Pakeha way of life and the complete loss of Maoritanga, the Maori way of life. Maori have a 

close spiritual relationship with the land stemming from their traditional concept of the origin of 

humanity deriving from the loving union of the earth-mother, Papa-tu-a-nuku, with the sky-

father, Rangi-nui-e-tu-nei. For example, a person’s turangawaewae, translated as “place to 

stand”, is their ancestral land and gives Maori a sense of identity or belonging. They point out 

that New Zealand schools teach almost entirely about Pakeha thing, and television and radio 

stations broadcast almost always in the English language.  

Some Maori feel that their people should be recognized as having their own national 

unity and should be given power to decide certain matters for themselves. There has always been 

some degree of separate authority for the Maori in New Zealand. For more than a hundred years, 

the Maori have elected their own four special representatives to the Parliament in Wellington. 

Sporting organizations have separate governing bodies, tournaments, and overseas tours for 

Maori teams. During both World Wars, the Maori formed their own battalions organized on a 

tribal basis. A government department of Maori Affairs is concerned with Maori housing, 

welfare, land development, and financial assistance. There is a separate Maori Land Court to 

handle all matters concerned with land owned by the Maori. 

In spite of such recognition, Maori pressure for further progress toward multiculturalism 

continues. Many younger Maori feel that they are losing their cultural heritage. They want to 

regain the knowledge of the Maori language and of Maori customs and traditions. Above all, 

they are conscious that most of the land that was once theirs has passed into non-Maori 

ownership. 
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Their activities have achieved some results. Maori language and culture programmes are 

now available in many of New Zealand’s schools. Some land grievances have been settled, and 

most New Zealanders are now finally aware that a single, completely uniform culture is not the 

only conceivable future for the country. 
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Gurning 

Egremont Crab Fair is one of the most unusual English Fairs. It is held in September in 

the county of Cumbria It got its name in honor of a special kind of sour apples. The tradition of 

holding fairs dates back to XIII century, when one of the local feudal lords handed out apples to 
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commoners. It is a part of the Fair Parade of the Apple Cart, during which apples are simply 

thrown into the gathered crowd. The main event of the fair each year is a very special 

competition for gurning – the "art" of making faces to the audience. The competitors put                                         

a horse collar on and make the ugliest faces which they are only capable of. The winners  

become celebrities for a few days – usually this  famous competition is covered by the national 

media [1]. 

Running for rolling cheese 

Cooper's Hill Cheese-Rolling and Wake - a unique race for the rolling cheese, held 

annually on the last Monday of May, in the town of Coopers Hill near the town of Gloucester, 

famous for its cheese. According to the rules of the competition a round head of cheese is pushed 

down the hill, after which the participants begin its pursuit. The winner is the one who first 

catches up and grabs the escaping cheese. Because of the steep and rugged hill descent 

participants are forced to rush after the rolling cheese with all possible speed.  Injures                           

often happen - stretching ankles or even  fractures, so there are always doctors at the foot of the 

hill [2]. 

Pearly Kings and Queens 

Pearly Kings and Queens - the original tradition that has developed among the working 

class in London in the XIX century. It involves clothing, embroidered with pearl buttons. It is 

believed that the founder of the tradition was Henry Croft, an ordinary London janitor, raising 

money for charity. Each year on one Sunday in May a colourful festival is held in London, where 

"pearly kings and queens" show unusual costumes. About 30 thousand buttons are used for 

decoration of a costume, so wearing such clothes is not easy - the weight of the dress can reach 

30 kg [3]. 

Swimming in the swamp 

United Kingdom is the birthplace of perhaps the most extravagant competition. It is 

swimming in a swamp. The participants dive into the swamp in special underwater goggles, 

flippers and snorkel, covering a distance of about 36 meters in the marsh mud. The aim of the 

competition is purely charitable - organizers of the unusual swim raise funds for various 

charities. The participants are not only from the UK, but also from other countries [4]. 

Championship luring worms 

Fishing enthusiasts know many ways to allure the worms, and the inhabitants of the 

English village in Cheshire Villaston turned it into a kind of sports activity. Since 1980 the 

annual championship of luring worms has been held there.  A local resident, Tom Shafflbotem, 

is considered to be the founder of the tradititon.   On July 5, 1980 a record was set. 511 worms 

were caught in just half an hour. There are 18 rules. For example, each participant is given an 
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area of 3x3 meters, participants can use music for luring worms, but no stimulants can be used - 

including water [5]. 

Morris dance 
Morris dance - one of the traditional English dances that originated in England in the 

distant XIV century. It is accompanied by specific music and is performed only by men. Morris 

is usually performed by five dancers who wear special clothes - black breeches, white skirt, bells 

and shoes with wooden soles. Previously props were used such as handkerchiefs, sticks and 

swords [6]. 
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Each country has its own attractions. Natural scenery, climate, incredible architecture, 

historical monuments, great people and their talented inventions. However, every day in the 

world people make unusual and sometimes very dangerous and courageous acts that become the 

first and only in the history of universe. These events are recorded in the book of records 

Guinness. Today I want to talk about records this wonderful country like New Zealand. 

Thousands of people from different countries make the record attempt to get into the Guinness 

Book. New Zealanders, of course, are no exception. 

Unbelievable but true, body of the most tattooed man in the world as much as possible is 

covered with paint and closes his skin by 200%. The name of this character Lucky Diamond 

Rich. In 2006, Lucky has applied to participate in the Guinness Book of Records because it was 

his body tattooed on 100% Now on top of black ink (printed on 100 percent of the body), it 

causes many colors, and so the paint covers the body of this guy 200 %. Lucky is a stuntman and 

street performer, he earns showing various stunts and tricks. One of his tricks - Sword 

swallowing [1].  

Another New Zealander was famous for his love of tattoos. The first tattoo 27-year-old 

Lee Weir made in 2007. Over the past seven years on his body appeared 41 ink drawing. Now 

the image of Homer Simpson, a hero of the American TV series "The Simpsons" cover the whole of 

his left arm, from shoulder to wrist. Record holder said that in his youth parents forbade him to watch 

"The Simpsons" and now he's making up for lost time. He also admitted that he considers his idol 

Homer Simpson: "I like this guy, because he's just as big and orange, like me" [2].     

We can say that people in this country are very polite and friendly. And can compete with 

"polite Englishmen." Testifies to this stands the record set a residents of New Zealand and Nepal. 

Record the length of a handshake - it does not open hand in a welcoming gesture for 33 hours 

and 3 minutes [3]. 

Well, the record you just proves that New Zealanders respect each other. Residents of 

New Zealand staged the largest in the world ... fight. You may ask: Fight and respect? Where is 

the connection between them? So in fact they fought pillows!  Residents of New Zealand staged 

the world's largest fight pillows. 3659 people filled the stadium County Southland (Southland) in 

the New Zealand city to take part in the largest battle of the pillows that when the world has ever 

seen. To fight was fixed Guinness Book of Records, the battle record and broadcast local TV [4]. 

In New Zealand fastfood is very popular. This problem needs to be solved. Perhaps that's 

why architects have created a street? The length of the Baldwin Street is 350 meters away, and 

the angle of inclination of 38 degrees. The street is so steep that the workers had to stack the 

surface is asphalt and concrete, or warmed in the sun just dripping resin would be downhill. Also 

on the street Baldwin since 2002 annually organizes event called «Cadbury Jaffa Race» The 
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essence of «Cadbury Jaffa Race» next. About 30,000 small round chocolate candies «Jaffas» roll 

on Baldwin Street from the top down. Each candy has a sponsor. On the descent from candy 

usually takes 15 to 25 seconds. Shortly before the finish candy fall into a special funnel, and the 

first five balls passed through this funnel, is the winner. All proceeds go to charity [5]. 

Continuing the theme of a healthy way of life, I want to say that New Zealanders are 

concerned not only about the physical condition, but also the soul. Students from schools in New 

Zealand set a new record - 400 children formed a circle, in which everyone was cleaning his 

neighbor teeth. The idea of organizing an event belongs to Laura Houston, one of the senior 

students of the school. The girl claims that such an unusual way wanted to help people suffering 

from depression.  "Those who do have serious psychological problems are often reluctant to 

share them with the expert. In order to encourage people to talk about their difficulties, we 

decided to do something really absurd - says Laura. - They watch our video and decide that 

nothing sillier and impossible to think and stop ashamed of their problems" [6]. 

New Zealanders says: 80 years - time to start something new. "If one of us will die on 

stage - the performance is going on! With the dead will deal after the show ... "Such a rule exists 

in the hip-hop group The Hip Operation. According to the Guinness Book of Records - is the 

oldest hip-hop group in the world. The group consists of 23 dancers between the ages of 67 to 93 

years. Many members of the group are deaf, one - legally blind, 11 people aged 80 to 90 years. 

All of them are neighbors and live on a small island Vayhiki. The motto of the group: "Respect 

and Appreciate youth" Group performed at the world championship of hip-hop in Las Vegas and 

has become Internet sensations [7]. 

As you can see, New Zealand is a very optimistic and ambitious country. Let's 

not lose ambitions and reach your aims. 
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Ireland is the third largest island in Europe. It is situated in the north west of continental 

Europe. The capital of Ireland is Dublin. There are about 5 million people in the Republic of 
Ireland. It is a small country but a lot of people know about it. It is the most cheerful, dancing 
and drunken country. The country is in two parts. The larger part, the Republic of Ireland, is in 
the south. The smaller part of Ireland, Northern Ireland, is part of the United Kingdom and its 
big city is Belfast. The Irish are kind and polite people, they welcome strangers. The Irish love to 
talk. Ireland is a beautiful country with fine lakes, tall mountains and attractive beaches. It has 
two great rivers. It is a very green country. It is green partly because it rains too much. Ireland is 
a country of good butter, good beer and good horses.  

Ireland is quite popular with tourists. Among the most visited sites are Bunratty Castle, 

the Rock of Cashel, the Cliffs of Moher, Holy Cross Abbey and Blarney Castle. There are sites 

which are considered to be national monuments: Glendalough and Clonmfcnoise. It’s very 

important to mention that there are three World Heritage Sites on the island: Bru na Boinne, 

Skellig Michael and the Giant’s Causeway. 

Many people think that the Irish are just sitting on pubs, but Ireland is emerald greens, 

red-haired descendants of the Celts and charming Irish music and dance. One more thing to talk 

about is sports. Hurling and Gaelic football, handball and rounders form the national sports of 

Ireland, known as Gaelic Games [1]. 
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Ireland is called the countryofredheads. Coming here, you realize that this is true. 

Redheads in Ireland are something like the indigenous population.Everywhere one can see at 

least one red head. Red color isalso on the national flag [2]. 

One of the features of the country is multi-coloured doors.In 1861, Queen Victoria 
ordered everyone to paint the doors black in the morning for her husband. However the Irish 
fulfilled the task in their own way - they painted the doors with all the colours of the 
rainbow.Irish themselves joke that the doors help find a drunken man the door of his house [3]. 

Ireland is famous for its picturesque nature and wonderful landscapes. 
The Cliffs of Moher are Ireland’s most visited natural attraction with a magical vista that 

captures the hearts of up to one million visitors every year. 
Standing 214m (702 feet) at their highest point they stretch for 8 kilometres (5 miles) 

along the Atlantic coast of County Clare in the west of Ireland. From the Cliffs of Moher on a 
clear day one can see the Aran Islands and Galway Bay. O’Brien’s Tower stands near the highest 
point and has served as a viewing point for visitors for hundreds of years.Cliffs of Moher is the 
westernmost point of Ireland. There were a filming a scene from the famous film « 
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince» [4]. 

Giant's Causeway.One of the most popular sites in Northern Ireland – and the first 
World Heritage site on the Emerald Isle – the landscape of around 40,000 basalt columns, 
forged 60 million years ago when molten lava cooled quickly in the ocean water and 
contracted into crystallized basalt pillars, some more than 35 feet tall. This geological marvel 
is interpreted in legend as having been the handiwork of mythical warrior Fionn MacCumhaill 
(Finn McCool, in English), who conjured his heroic strength and built a bridge across the Irish 
Sea to attack foes in the Scottish Hebrides [5]. 

And in the end I want to tell you about an interesting fact. The number of sheep in 
Ireland exceeds the population [6]. 
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“Loro eroi, che avrebbero potuto sfuggire a un fato atroce, per debolezza o cecità 

non capiscono a cosa vanno incontro, e precipitano nell’abisso che si sono scavati con le 

proprie mani”.  Il primo Corpo di spedizione italiano in Russia, spesso abbreviato come CSIR, 

e l'8ª Armata italiana in Russia, o ARMIR, furono le grandi unità del Regio Esercito italiano 

impegnate, in successione, sul fronte orientale tra il luglio del 1941 e il febbraio del 1943. 

La partecipazione alla guerra contro l'Unione Sovietica rappresentò uno sforzo notevole 

per le forze armate italiane, già duramente impegnate nei Balcani e in Africa settentrionale, e le 

ingenti perdite colà subite rappresentarono un duro colpo per le già scarse capacità militari 

dell'Italia. Già dai primi di giugno 1941, in previsione dell'ormai certa campagna tedesca sul 

fronte orientale, Mussolini offrì a Hitler di partecipare con truppe italiane e contemporaneamente 

attivò il generale Cavallero (capo di stato maggiore generale). Alla fine fu decisa la costituzione 

del CSIR. L'offerta di Mussolini venne formalmente accettata, pur senza eccessivo entusiasmo, 

da Hitler con lettera consegnata all'Ambasciata italiana di Berlino il 22 giugno 1941, giorno 

dell'inizio delle operazioni sul fronte orientale. 

Nonostante la comunicazione dell'intenzione tedesca di invadere l'Unione Sovietica fosse 

stata data da Hitler a Mussolini solo il giorno stesso dell'invasione (22 giugno 1941), già dal 30 

maggio il dittatore italiano, dando per scontato l'attacco tedesco, aveva espresso l'intenzione di 

inviare un corpo di spedizione in appoggio all'alleato; inizialmente le forze italiane furono 

rifiutate dal comando tedesco, ma quando la Wehrmacht venne respinta alle porte di Mosca 
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Hitler si guardò bene dal rifiutare l'appoggio del CSIR.Ecco Mussolini che passa in rassegna il 

contingente prima della partenza per la Russia. 

Qui i militari italiani cominciarono a rendersi conto che i luoghi dove avrebbero dovuto 

combattere erano impervi e disagevoli. La pioggia abbondante, che aveva trasformato le già 

disastrose piste russe in enormi pantani. Gli Alpini, convinti di andare a fare la guerra sulle 

montagne del Caucaso, si ritrovarono invece a dover affrontare i russi sulla pianura del fiume 

Don con muli contro autoblindo, piccoli cannoni di montagna contro carri armati. Ma il peggio 

doveva ancora arrivare. 

I primi giorni di battaglia videro gli italiani e i tedeschi avanzare, ma questo costo' al 

CSIR centinaia di vittime, tra morti e feriti. 

Con l'approssimarsi del temibile inverno russo era giunta infine l'ora di consolidare il 

fronte raggiunto, calcolando anche che il CSIR era ormai stremato, essendo avanzato in territorio 

nemico in poco più di un mese per più di 200 chilometri dalla testa di ponte di Dnepropetrovsk, 

nonostante le avverse condizioni meteorologiche dell'autunno russo (freddo, pioggia costante, 

piste nella steppa diventate fango che bloccava continuamente il movimento degli automezzi. 

Coloro che furono fatti prigionieri furono costretti a marciare per centinaia di chilometri e 

poi a viaggiare su carri bestiame per settimane, in condizioni allucinanti, senza mangiare, senza 

poter riposare la notte, con temperature siberiane. 

Coloro che riuscirono a raggiungere i lager di smistamento – improvvisati, disorganizzati, 

con condizioni igieniche medioevali – erano talmente denutriti e debilitati che le epidemie di tifo 

e dissenteria ne falciarono ben presto la maggio parte. 

Per la prima volta da quando era scoppiata la guerra le truppe sovietiche si trovarono alle 

prese con il problema dei prigionieri. Essendo il fronte instabile, i russi fecero immediatamente 

convergere all'interno le truppe catturate; privi di mezzi di trasporto, fecero loro percorrere a 

piedi la distanza che separava i nodi ferroviari dalla prima linea. In quelle che furono ribattezzate 

le marce del davai (dall'incessante invito con cui le guardie della scorta pungolavano i ritardatari) 

non ci si poteva fermare. Quando le forze erano allo stremo un colpo di parabellum metteva fine 

alle sofferenze del prigioniero: a centinaia caddero così. La neve provvedeva poi a seppellire il 

corpo dello sfortunato italiano. Ai tormenti della marcia si aggiunse la mancanza di cibo; il più 

delle volte era la popolazione dei villaggi attraversati che, mossa a pietà, dava agli italiani 

qualche patata bollita o del pane secco. La notte li accoglieva in gelidi capannoni, a temperature 

polari, e alla mattina successiva molti non si alzavano più. 

Dopo qualche giorno di marcia i prigionieri arrivarono ai nodi ferroviari: molti credettero 

di aver posto fine alle sofferenze, ma in realtà si apriva un altro capitolo della tragedia. 

Gli italiani vennero fatti salire su carri bestiame e qui stipati all'inverosimile, quasi cento 

ogni vagone; il carro era aperto una volta al giorno e i prigionieri ricevevano un sacco di pane 
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ammuffito e delle aringhe. Nulla da bere era loro offerto, i soldati potevano dissetarsi solo 

quando il treno si fermava alle stazioni e dai pertugi lasciati fra le assi potevano raccogliere della 

neve. Ogni mattina i carcerieri, nell'aprire la porta delle carrozze formulavano la solita domanda 

"Skol'ko kaput?"("Quanti morti?"). I cadaveri erano perlopiù ammassati sulla massicciata della 

ferrovia e in qualche caso erano caricati sull'ultimo vagone per essere poi seppelliti alla fine del 

viaggio. A seconda della destinazione, i prigionieri italiani viaggiarono su questi treni da una 

settimana a un mese. Ricerche di storici italiani e stranieri hanno messo in luce un diverso modo 

di interpretare le cause di questa carneficina. Secondo gli italiani la causa era da ricercarsi 

esclusivamente nel regime fascista: "La responsabilità delle perdite italiane non potrà mai essere 

attribuita al vincitore, ma rimane su chi con deliberata incoscienza ha inviato gli italiani a 

combattere, insufficientemente armati e vestiti, in terra straniera per mano altrui”. Per lo storico 

Galitzki i colpevoli andavano ricercati nel governo sovietico: "Naturalmente non c'è 

giustificazione alcuna per il governo stalinista che ha lasciato morire tanti prigionieri italiani, 

anche se c'è stato chi ha detto che gli italiani non erano stati certo invitati in Russia; c'erano 

andati di propria iniziativa e pure con le armi in pugno [...]. Una parte notevole dei prigionieri 

italiani mori nell'inverno 1942-1943 perché furono organizzati male la loro raccolta, il loro 

sgombero e la loro permanenza nei campi di prigionia". 

La prigionia dei militari italiani in Russia può essere divisa in due fasi: la prima è quella 

relativa al ricovero nei campi di concentramento, in cui si verificò un'alta mortalità tra gli 

internati e che si sviluppò soprattutto nei tre mesi successivi alla cattura; la seconda - che durò 

molto più a lungo e si protrasse ben oltre la fine del conflitto mondiale - in cui i superstiti si 

ripresero fisicamente, riuscirono a lavorare e furono martellati dalla propaganda sovietica. 

Ecco Mussolini nel 1941, si decise di inviare sul fronte russo: 2 900 ufficiali, 58 800 

uomini, 220 pezzi d'artiglieria, 83 aerei, 5 500 automezzi, 4 600 motomezzi. 

Solo nel 1945 ed in parte nel 1946, 10.000 sopravvissuti erano restituiti dall’Unione 

Sovietica. Dalla documentazione russa risulta la presenza di italiani in circa 400 diversi campi, 

quelli più tristemente famosi sono quelli di Tambob, di Miciurinsk. Khrinovoje, di Tiomnikov. 

«Сerto soffriamo ogni volta che lo strappiamo dal cuore per comunicarlo agli altri. 

Ma lo facciamo ugualmente perché solo così il loro sacrificio non andrà mai perduto». 
A Roma il film "i Girasoli" della produzione sovietica-italiana con i protagonist 

interpretati  daSophia Loren e Marcello Mastroianni ebbe luogo il 13 marzo 1970. Il trama del 

film e’ basato sui fatti documentali. Il protagonista – Antonio (Marcello Mastroianni)  solo due 

giorni dopo il matrimonio viene mandano a fronte Orientale. E’ partitoedè scomparso in aria 

fluida. Tutti sono stati convinti che il soldato giovane è stato perso nelle nelle nevi di Russia. E 

solo la moglie continua di credere che Lui sia vivo.Va in Unione Sovietica per cercare Antonio. 
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E’ apparso che è stato il prigioniero preso e sposato la ragazza russa Masha (Lyudmila 

Savelyeva) che ha salvato la sua vita. L'orgoglio non gli permette di dire la verità. 

Il successo è stato garantito al film in Italia. La verità è stata che il numero enorme dei 

soldati italiani e gli ufficiali furono mortinella Unione Sovietica dalla fame e dalle malattie, ma i 

capi della URSS non potevano ammetterlo. Le autorita della URSS hanno vietato ai cittadini dei 

soviet di andarealla prima del film. 

Le autorità della URSS hanno specificato che il trama del film era tutta la storia inventata 

e qualsiasi coincidenza era occasionale. 

“In Russia si dice che sotto ciascun girasole ci sia il corpo di un soldato italiano” 
Con l'inizio della campagna, di circa 30 000 di italiani sono morti in battaglia, altri 54 

000 morti sovietica in cattività. Entro la fine di febbraio del 1943, il rapido ritiro è finita e 

Mussolini ha fatto uscire i resti dell ' 8 ° armata con il fronte Orientale. Quando la notizia 

dell'esercito italiano hanno raggiunto l'Italia, per la popolarità di Mussolini è stato inferto un 

duro colpo. Sopravvivere sul fronte Orientale, i soldati accusati italiana élite politica e generali 

sospettato di frivolezza, che si riflette nell'invio al fronte preparata male e debolmente armata 

dell'esercito. Non è stato trascurato e comandanti tedeschi, che sono stati accusati di salvezza sue 

truppe, sacrificare italiani. Secondo l'opinione comune, la partenza degli italiani dopo la svolta di 

truppe sovietiche è stato ingiustificatamente ritardato. 

Nel 1943, dopo la caduta di Mussolini, il nuovo governo italiano ha dichiarato guerra alla 

Germania. La parte tedesca, situati a Lviv, sono state sollevate da un allarme, hanno circondato 

la caserma i suoi ex alleati,  li hanno disarmati, e poi hanno sparato. Nel 1944, subito dopo la 

liberazione di Leopoli delle truppe sovietiche, è stato istituito il gruppo dei procuratori a cui era 

stato incaricato di indagare sui crimini del nazismo in Ucraina Occidentale. Da questo gruppo 

sono stati sezionati fatti delladistruzione dei ex alleati dai soldati fascisti.Questi fatti furono 

emersi al processo di Norimberga. 

In conclusion si puo’ dire che gli eventi dei 1941–1943 hanno avuto un impatto 

sostanziale e nel certo senso contraddittorio sulla memoria popolare e politica, riflessa anche nel 

cinema.  
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These holidays spread rapidly due to a number of factors in Russia and firmly settled in 

minds of our citizens - especially among ones of young people. This is natural thus this category 
of the population is most susceptible to innovations and has more liberal attitude to them. 

When borrowing a holiday of foreign origin, one borrows behavior corresponding to the 
holiday. Therefore, the way of thinking and patterns of behavior of so-called “true European” 
human are replicated in many ways. We can observe  some components which are contrary to 
Russia's national and cultural traditions. 

A holiday is  a day of celebration, established in honor or in memory of someone or 
something [http://www.classes.ru/all-russian/russian-dictionary-Ozhegov-term-25838.htm]. 

Exploring the problem of the influence of what can generally be called "European 
culture" - and we are talking about the impact of the cultural heritage of a number of countries, 
such as Britain, Germany, Spain, Italy, France and others. - By Russian society as the most 
illustrative example We mention the phenomenon of the holiday, which was introduced from the 
outside and thoroughly entrenched in the minds of Russians. 

Thus, the object of our study is to investigate  the influence of European culture and the 
form of this effect on Russian society by the example of the holidays. 

The subject of the study is to identify the problems and processes associated with the 
borrowing of elements of another culture (traditions, customs, and other forms of behavior). 

The aim of the study is to identify the causes of the Russian public holidays drawing of a 
culture of European countries, as well as issues related to the promotion of European culture in 
Russia. 

To achieve this goal it is necessary to solve the following series of tasks: 
1. Determine the number of countries belonging to the European Union as the subjects 

whose culture has an impact on Russian. 
2. Give the definition of "holiday" (traditional and borrowed, religious and secular, 

official and not official). 
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3. Explore one of the most popular borrowed holidays - Valentine's Day. 
4. Identify the origin and etymology of the name of Valentine's Day 
5. Identify reasons for borrowing those or other events, and the sources of their 

popularization 
6. Identify the positive and negative aspects of the problem 
Methods: monitoring, analysis and comparison. 
Celebration - Day celebration, established in honor of or in memory of someone or 

something [http://www.classes.ru/all-russian/russian-dictionary-Ozhegov-term-25838.htm] 
Add the definition of English-language sources. 
Any holiday includes not only fun and entertainment. Moreover every celebration 

involves a certain ritual pattern of behavior, such as gift-giving and putting on clothes, as 
appropriate to the event. 

Moreover every celebration involves a certain ritual pattern of behavior, such as giving 
gifts and dressing in clothing appropriate to the event. 

 As an example of the impact that Russian culture has undergone, we mention the holiday 
known as St. Valentine's Day. 

The holiday is associated with a number of legends. According to one overbearing and 
cruel Roman Emperor Claudius II came to the conclusion that a single man, who is not burdened 
with his wife and family, is going to be a better soldier on the battlefield for the glory of Caesar. 
Thus  Claudius II forbade men to marry, and women and girls - to marry the favorite men. A St. 
Valentine was just a doctor and priest who sympathized those who were unhappy in love and 
secretly sanctified  marriage of loving men and women. Soon Valentine's activities became 
known to the authorities, and he was put in prison, sentenced to death. In conclusion, Saint 
Valentine became acquainted with the beautiful daughter of the warden - Julia. A priest being in 
love wrote his girlfriend a declaration of love before his death. That was a Valentine card, where 
he spoke about his love and signed it "Your Valentine." It had already been read after he was 
executed, and the execution itself took place on February 14th 269 years.  

In Europe, the tradition of celebration dates back to the XII - XIII century. 
In the US, for the first time on Valentine's Day was celebrated in 1777 

[http://www.epochtimes.ru/content/view/57220/81/, date of treatment 20.04.2015]. 
 [http://www.epochtimes.ru/content/view/57220/81/, the date of treatment 04/20/2015]. 
In 1847, Esther Howland opened a successful business on hand-made valentines for 

British-style at his home in Worcester, Massachusetts. Since the XIX century homemade 
valentines almost completely given way to mass-produced greeting cards. The popularity of such 
cards in America of the 19th century was a harbinger of future commercialization of holidays in 
the United States. 

Today in Russia, in spite of the "youth" of the festival can be seen well-established set of 
behaviors: decoration Valentine, corporate parties on the occasion of the thematic activities in 
schools with in-depth study of the English language, giving various gifts - from cheap candy and 
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toys, the design of which there is a symbolic image of the heart, to expensive luxury, which is 
also a symbolic incarnation of a romantic relationship one person to another. 

[http://www.epochtimes.ru/content/view/57220/81/, the date of treatment 04.20.2015]. 
A curious fact, according to the Association of greeting cards in the United States, 

Valentine - the most popular holiday cards after Christmas 
[http://www.greetingcard.org/Default.aspx?tabid=100&error=Object+reference+not+set+to+an+
instance+of+an+object.&content=0, obyurascheniya date 04/20/2015]. 

But what caused such a high level of popularity borrowed festivals, because in Russia 
there are a number of festivals, including the religious, of which very few people know? The 
thing is as certain festivals are presented to the public. A simple example: the day of Saints Peter 
and Fevronia of Murom, which is revered by the people as protectors and guardians of hearth of 
conjugal love. Agree, some people have not even heard of such a celebration. In contrast to the 
above-described native Russian folk-Christian holiday is Valentine's Day, which is well known 
and popular in Russia, because it is actively promoting media. 

The introduction of our new life holidays is very beneficial to those who introduce such 
innovations. It carries a very large profit from the sale of all kinds of souvenirs, postcards, 
trinkets. No wonder some vendors call this holiday "great commercial day." 

In the study, we found that European society, its culture and traditions influence of 
Russian culture and the population as a whole. In the era of globalization, it is one of the 
essential factors for the development of a country in various fields, be it science, art or business 
area. Borrowing elements of foreign culture, as such, does not carry a negative impact. But often, 
the population of our country takes over the phenomena of Western European societies, which 
do not give anything useful culture of Russia, in the long term it can be regarded as a factor 
leading to forgetting their own traditions, which in turn weakens the ways of expression of 
Russian national character. The positive aspect is also in conjunction with the culture of other 
countries and peoples. 

From the above, we can conclude that if and to adopt any of the components of culture in 
Western society, it is only in order to improve and develop their own culture, while remember 
and honor national traditions and customs, pushing them to the forefront . Under this condition, 
the borrowing will be exclusively positive. 
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Received Pronunciation (RP) 
Received Pronunciation is the closest to a “standard accent” that has ever existed in the 

UK.  Although it originally derives from London English, it is non-regional.  You’ve probably 
heard this accent countless times in Jane Austen adaptations, Merchant Ivory films, and Oscar 
Wilde plays. It emerged from the 18th- and 19th-Century aristocracy, and has remained the 
“gold standard” ever since. 

 

Features: 

 Non-rhoticity, meaning the r at the ends of words isn’t prounounced (mother sounds like 

“muhthuh”). 

 Trap-bath split, meaning that certain a words, like bath, can’t, and dance are pronounced 

with the broad-a in father. (This differs from most American accents, in which these words are 

pronounced with the short-a in cat. 

The vowels tend to be a bit more conservative than other accents in Southern England, 

which have undergone significant vowel shifting over the past century. 

Cockney 

Cockney is probably the second most famous British accent. It originated in the East End 

of London, but shares many features with and influences other dialects in that region. 

Features: 

 Raised vowel in words like trap and cat so these sounds like “trep” and “cet.” 

Non-rhoticity: see explanation above under Received Pronunciation, above. 

Trap-bath split: see explanation above under Received Pronunciation. 
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London vowel shift: The vowel sounds are shifted around so that Cockney “day” sounds 

is pronounced IPA dæ  (close to American “die”) and Cockney buy verges near IPA b  

(close to American “boy”). 

Glottal Stopping: the letter t is pronounced with the back of the throat (glottis) in between 

vowels; hence better becomes IPA be?ə (sounds to outsiders like “be’uh”). 

L-vocalization: The l at the end of words often becomes a vowel sound Hence pal can 

seem to sound like “pow.” (I’ve seen this rendered in IPA as /w/, /o,/ and / /.) 

Th-Fronting: The th in words like think or this is pronounced with a more forward 

consonant depending on the word: thing becomes “fing,” this becomes “dis,” and mother 

becomes “muhvah.” 

British English vs. American English 

Since the first passenger ships set sail from Europe for the New World, American English 

has evolved dramatically from its British roots. When traveling in England, one often hears the 

refrain "Mind the gap," a transportation term that refers to the space between the underground 

rail car and the platform, warning passengers to not fall through. But it could also refer to the 

metaphorical gap between American English and British English, emphasized by George 

Bernard Shaw in his assertion that England and America are "two nations divided by a single 

language." 

Accent 

The most noticeable difference between British English and American English is the 

pronunciation of words. This difference in accent is the first thing you might notice when 

traveling within England or speaking to an English person. As in the U.S., regional accents vary 

greatly as you travel within Great Britain, so there is no way to accurately describe "the British 

accent." However, according to standard British English, Brits tend to omit the "r" that comes at 

the end of a word. For instance, "to cry a tear" would sound to an American like "to cry a teah." 

In this way, it resembles stereotypical Bostonian or New York English. In addition, Brits tend to 

pronounce certain occurrences of consonants (such as the aspirated "t") differently than 

Americans, who often default to a "d" sound. One example is the compound word "water bottle," 

which in American English can sound like "wodder boddle." 
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Vocabulary 

Another noticeable difference is the use of words that Americans either don't use or use 

to mean different things. Among these is nappy (diaper), torch (flashlight), trolly (shopping cart), 

rubbish (trash), ginger (red-haired), snog (to make out), chuffed (pleased) and bollocks (slang for 

testicles). Food terms can get tricky as well. "Chips" in British English is "French fries" in 

American English, and "chips" in American English is "crisps" in British English. In addition, 

when describing food, Brits will say something is "nice" to mean pleasing or tasty, whereas an 

American would say "good." Some lexical differences can be quite misleading. 

Idioms and Expressions 

In addition to unique words, Brits have unique idioms and expressions that might be 

puzzling to Americans. "To chat up" is the American equivalent of "to hit on" or "to flirt with." 

"The dog's "bollocks" (literally the dogs' testicles) is a phrase of overwhelming approval, as in 

"This restaurant is the dogs' bollocks!" "Bob's your uncle" is a way to demonstrate completion of 

an event, such as the Italian-co-opted "Voila!" When you want to say something is not 

expensive, you can say it's "cheap as chips," since the uniquely British food is available at low-

cost on just about every street corner. 

Spelling 

Another distinction is perhaps less apparent, as it is only noticeable when reading. Pick 

up a British newspaper and you will soon notice that some words are spelled differently on the 

other side of the pond (aside from listing the date with day/month/year as opposed to the 

American month/day/year.) The American "-ize" or "-yze" ending is changed to "-ise"/"-yse," as 

in the case of organize/organise, realize/realise, recognize/recognise and analyze/analyse. Some 

British words containing two L's have only one in American English, such as cancelled, 

counsellor, fuelled and woollen. Common words ending in "-er" are changed to "-re" in British 

English: centre, theatre, fibre, litre. American English words ending in "-ense" are changed to "-

ence" as in British defence, offence and pretence. Brits add a "u" to some instances of "-or," as in 

colour, humour and neighbour. 

There are many accents and dialects of  the English language. The way people pronounce 

words and sentences depends on social conditions, education or even upbringing. 

British and American English are the reference norms for English as spoken, written, and 

taught in the rest of the world; for instance, the English-speaking members of the 

Commonwealth of Nations often (if not usually) closely follow British orthography, and many 
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new Americanisms quickly become familiar outside of the United States. Although the dialects 

of English used in the former British Empire are often, to various extents, fairly close to standard 

British English, most of the countries concerned have developed their own unique dialects, 

particularly with respect to pronunciation, idioms, and vocabulary; chief among them are, at least 

for number of speakers, Australian English and Canadian English. 
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The phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax and lexicon for many areas in Canada are 

similar to Western and Midland regions of the United States. Canadian English and American 

English are sometimes classified together as North American English, emphasizing the fact that 
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the vast majority of outsiders even from English speaking countries cannot distinguish Canadian 

English from American English by sound. Canadian English spelling is largely a blend of British 

and American conventions. 

Types of Canadianisms 

There is a number of types of Canadianisms: lexical, grammatical, orthographic and 

phonetic Canadianisms. It is important to analyze some of them for better understanding of the 

Canadian language.   

The vocabulary of the English and French languages spoken in Canada does not differ 

enormously from the vocabulary used in other parts of the world where these languages are 

spoken. In fact, the bulk of the words used are common to all speakers of these languages. There 

are, however, a number of words that are peculiar in usage in Canada, enough to warrant the 

appellation of two distinct varieties of these languages: Canadian English and Canadian French. 

Lexical Canadianisms can be classified into several different categories. There are 

basically four main categories. First, there are archaisms, in other words, old words that have 

fallen out of usage elsewhere but have been maintained in Canada. Second, there are existing 

words which have had their meaning extended in Canada. Third, there are new words that have 

been created from the existing language. Finally, there are words that have been borrowed from 

other languages. 

Spelling and dictionaries 

French-derived words that in American English end with -or and -er, such as color or 

center, retain British spellings (colour and centre). While the United States uses the Anglo-

French spelling defense and offense (noun), Canadians use the British spellings defence and 

offence. 

In other cases, Canadians and Americans differ from British spelling, such as in the case 

of nouns like curb and tire, which in British English are spelled kerb and tyre. (See below for an 

explanation of the Canadian spelling of tire.) 

Words such as realize and paralyze are usually spelled with -ize or -yze rather than -ise or 

-yse. (The etymological convention that verbs derived from Greek roots are spelled with -ize and 

those from Latin with -ise is preserved in that practice.) 

Some nouns take -ice while matching verbs take -ise – for example, practice is a noun 

and practise is a verb; in addition, licence is a noun and license is a verb. (Note that advice and 

advise are universal.) 
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Canadian spelling sometimes retains the British practice of doubling consonants when 

adding suffixes to words even when the final syllable (before the suffix) is not stressed. Compare 

Canadian (and British) travelled, counselling, and controllable (always doubled in British, more 

often than not in Canadian) to American traveled, counseling, and controllable (only doubled 

when stressed). (Both Canadian and British English use balloted and profiting.) 

Creation of new words 

Category of lexical Canadianisms demonstrates the tendency to preserve what already 

exists in the language. New words can be created from existing words in several ways. 

First, there is compounding, which consists of joining two or more existing words 

together to designate a new object. In Canadian English, we have the examples of "prairie 

crocus" and "beverage room". According to McConnell, this is the most frequent way that 

Canadianisms have been created. 

New words can also be created by compression. This is done to simplify the language. 

For example, the Canadian term Mountie is actually an abbreviation of North West Mounted 

Police. Hydro is a short form of Hydro-Electric Commission of Ontario, which has spread to 

other areas of Canada as well. 

Not all new words are created from existing words. Onomatopoeia, which also plays a 

part in forming new words, is an exception to the norm. Occasionally, Canadianisms have 

derived their designation from the sound that the object they refer to make. In Canadian English, 

a small waterfall in a mountain stream is called a rattle and some birds are named after the sound 

of the call they make, for example the chewee. 

Canadian dictionary 

I found an interesting dictionary while I worked with my article. This is “Truly Canadian 

Dictionary of Canadian Spelling”. It contains 5 lines where different words are shown in                    

5 languages: Canadian, American English, British English, French and Spanish. Looking through 

the dictionary, we can constantly understand that Canadian English consists of both British and 

American English. Moreover, the French language has great influence on the Canadian English. 

It is important to add, Canada is a bilingual country and there are two official languages: English 

and French. So, the Canadian language has its own specific pronunciation which is the variation 

of different forms of English and French language. 
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Conclusion 

As a result of research of Linguistic features of Canada, I found out that the English 

language in Canada has specific features. The most common language of Canada is the Canadian 

version of the English language, consisted of American English and British English, spoken by 

the majority of the population.  

Canadian English spelling is largely a blend of British and American conventions. 

In addition, Canadian population uses their own Canadian language, which consists of 

both the traditional British and American languages with some French pronunciation and its 

Canadian version. 
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Public relations or PR is the practice of managing the spread of informantion between 

individuals or organizations (such as business, government agencies, non- governmental and 

non-profit organizations, public officials) and the public. It is a strategic communication process 

that builds mutually beneficial relationships between organizations and their publics. 

 Public relations may include an organization or individual gaining exposure to their 

audiences using topics of public interest and news items that do not require direct payment. This 

differentiates PR from advertising as a form of marketing communications.        

Specific public relations include:             

*Financial public relations – communicating financial results and business strategy  

*Consumer/lifestyle public relations – gaining publicity for a particular product or 

service.                                                                                                                                  

*Crisis communication – responding in a crisis.                                                                              

*Internal communications – communicating within the company itself.               

*Government relations – engaging government departments to influence public policy.                                                                  

*Food-centric relations – communicating specific information centered on foods, 

beverages and wine.         

*Media relations – a public relations function that involves building and maintaining 

close relationships with the news media so that they can sell and promote a business.   

The aim of public relations is to inform the public, prospective customers, investors, 

partners, employees and other stakeholders and ultimately persuade them to maintain a certain 

view about the organization, its leadership, products, or of political decisions. Public relations 

contribute to the way an organization is perceived by influencing the media and maintaining 

relationships with stakeholders.        

Success in the field of public relations requires deep understanding of the interests and 

concerns of each client's publics. The PR professionals must know how to effectively address 

those concerns using the most powerful tool of the public relations trade, which is publicity.They 

present the face of organizations or individuals, usually to articulate their objectives and official 

views on issues of relevance, primarily to the media.  

Public relations specialists establish and maintain relationships with an organization's 

target audience, the media, and otheropinion leaders. Common activities include designing 

communications campaigns, writing news releases and other content for news and feature 

articles, working with the press, arranging interviews for company spokespeople, writing 

speeches for company leaders, acting as organization's spokesperson by speaking in public and 

public officials, preparing clients for press conferences, media interviews, and speeches, writing 
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website and social media content, facilitating internal/employee communications, and managing 

company reputation and marketing activities like brand awareness and event management.                                                                                                         

Public relations people are growing increasingly concerned with their company’s 

marketing practices, questioning whether they agree with the company’s social responsibility. 

They seek more influence over marketing and more of a counseling and policy-making role. On 

the other hand, marketing people are increasingly interested in incorporating publicity as a tool 

within the realm of marketing.  

Building and managing relationships with those who influence an organization or 

individual’s audiences has a central role in doing public relations. After public relations 

practitioners have been working in the field, they accumulate a list of relationships that becomes 

an asset, especially for those in media relations. Typical activities include publicity events, 

speaking opportunities, press releases, newsletters, blogs, social media, press kits and outbound 

communication to members of the press. Video and audio news releases are often produced and 

distributed to TV outlets in hopes they will be used as regular program content.  

A fundamental technique used in public relations is to identify the target audience and to 

tailor messages to be relevant to each audience. Sometimes the interests of differing audiences 

and stakeholders common to a public relations effort necessitate the creation of several distinct 

but complementary messages. These messages, however, should be relevant to each other, thus 

creating a consistency to the overall message and theme. Audience targeting tactics are important 

for public relations practitioners because they face all kinds of problems: low visibility, lack of 

public understanding, opposition from critics and insufficient support from funding sources.                                                                                           

 On the other hand, stakeholder theory identifies people who have a stake in a given 

institution or issue. All audiences are stakeholders (or presumptive stakeholders), but not all 

stakeholders are audiences. For example, if a charity commissions a public relations agency to 

create an advertising campaign to raise money to find a cure for a disease, the charity and the 

people with the disease are stakeholders, but the audience is anyone who is likely to donate 

money. Public relations experts possess deep skills in media relations, market positioning and 

branding. They are powerful agents that help clients deliver clear, unambiguous information to a 

target audience that matters to them.     

Among the useful tools are sponsored chats and newsgroups, game sites, cookie 

technology that allow recognizing users and customizing content, providing options for users to 

personalization content on Web sites, portals and mobile phones to suit their preference. Also 

useful are fill-informs, query and ordering mechanisms, provided that the organization can fulfill 

requests promptly, pop-up and other Web surveys. These computer-based technologies can 

potentially provide highly cost-effective methods for not only tracking news media coverage and 
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correlated public opinion indicators, but help in assessing media agenda setting and news media 

framing. 

Today there is a great variety of emerging technologies, both wired and wireless, that 

reach globally through the Internet and World Wide Web, and their impact on and implications 

for public relations. From twitter to mash-up media, innovative technologies present significant 

implications for public relations. In the form of blogs, podcasts or You Tube videos, the Internet 

and World Wide Web have transformed how the public accesses information.  

A wide spectrum of other technologies, ranging from satellites and cell phones to video 

news releases, has become the standard tools that continue to influence public relations practices 

and policies. 

Messaging, the process of creating a consistent story around a product, person, company 

or service, aims to avoid having readers receive contradictory or confusing information that will 

instill doubt in their purchasing choice or other decisions that have an impact on the company. 

Brands aim to have the same problem statement, industry viewpoint or brand perception shared 

across sources and media.  

Digital marketing is the use of Internet tools and technologies such as search engines, 

social bookmarking, new media relations, blogging and social media marketing. Interactive PR 

allows companies and organizations to disseminate information without relying solely on 

mainstream publications and communicate directly with the public, customers and prospects.                                                            

Litigation public relations is the management of the communication process during the 

course of any legal dispute or adjudicatory processing so as to affect the outcome or its impact 

on the client’s overall reputation.  Social networking sites, such as My Space and video file 

sharing such sites as You Tube also have enormous implications for public relations. As millions 

of users populate such Web sites and spend increasing amounts of time immersed in them, these 

online environments become more relevant to the communication strategies for organizations. At 

the same time, consumers are empowered by digital technologies to voice their opinions more 

easily and more powerfully via social networking sites, including creating and posting their own 

videos, sometimes griping against corporate practices they find objectionable. How to respond 

effectively is an increasing challenge for many organizations. Transparency, immediacy and 

clarity are among the key elements in this process.       

Spin, being interpreted historically to mean overt deceit meant to manipulate the public, 

since the 1990s has shifted to describing a "polishing of the truth."Today spin refers to providing 

a certain interpretation of the information meant to sway public opinion.Companies may use spin 

to create the appearance of the company or other events are going in a slightly different direction 

than they actually are. Within the field of public relations, spin is seen as a derogatory term, 
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interpreted by professionals as meaning blatant deceit and manipulation. Skilled practitioners of 

spin are sometimes called "spin doctors."           

The techniques of spin include selectively presenting facts and quotes that support ideal 

positions (cherry picking), the so-called "non-denial denial," phrasing that in a way presumes 

unproven truths, euphemisms for drawing attention away from items considered distasteful, and 

ambiguity in public statements. Negative public relations, also called dark public relations and in 

some earlier writing "Black PR", is the process of destroying the target's reputation and/ or 

corporate identity. The objective in such relations is to discredit someone else, who may pose a 

threat to the client's business or be a political rival. They may rely on IT security, industrial 

espionage, social engineering and competitive intelligence. Common techniques include using 

dirty secrets from the target, producing misleading facts to fool a competitor.  

Some experts argue that public relations can be a real menace to democracy as they 

render the public discourse powerless. Corporations are able to hire public relations professionals 

and transmit their messages through the media channels and exercise a huge amount of influence 

upon the individual who is defenseless against such a powerful force. They claim that public 

relations is a weapon for capitalist deception and the best way to resist is to become media 

literate and use critical thinking when interpreting the various mediated messages.                                          

 Manipulation of public opinion was a necessary part of democracy. In public relations, 

lobby groups are created to influence the government or corporate policy or public opinion, 

typically in a way that benefits the sponsoring organization. In practice, it is impossible for one 

to study all variables or approaches of a particular question and come to a conclusion without 

any external influence. This is the reason why the society has agreed upon an ‘invisible 

government’ to interpret on our behalf information and narrow the choice field to a more 

practical scale. Politicians also employ public relations professionals to help project their views, 

policies and even personalities to their best advantages. 
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The current dynamics of global communications is the reason that it is becoming 

increasingly difficult for companies to operate effectively in the market without having selected 

the strategy which allows to take an optimal position in the marketplace. 

In modern business there appears a situation where the use of classic advertising 

communication becomes insufficient. Currently the objective marketing necessity is forming to 

organize advertising confrontation. Thereby the struggle between brands has become the basis of 

modern trade promotion strategies and concepts. Thus, the practice of advertising wars is of 

great interest.  

Advertising war has turned into the strategy for the practical application of common 

marketing tool and  is aimed directly at the promotion of the brand in a competitive environment 

without distraction on the economy and logistics. 

Advertising war is a strategy of brand pressure in the fight for the consumer. 

Advertising war stands for verbal-visual competition of different brands in the advertising 

space in order to achieve customer loyalty. 

Advertising war is not a war in its common sense, it does not involve losses of people and 
equipment as it is planned information efforts ultimately focused on promoting a competitive 
advantage. 

The purpose of advertising war is catch up and go ahead a competitor and to create the 
own unique brand, as well as to appeal to the wider target audience segment. 

We have identified the main stages of conducting an advertising war. These include 
segmentation and selection of target segments, drawing a segment "Profile", analysis of 
consumer motivations and preferences, search for unmet needs, identification of key components 
of verbal and visual advertising message, launch of  advertising in a "winning" period of time. 
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Advertising war differs from  marketing one by the fact that it deals with aspects of advertising 
positioning and does not use price dumping. 

As an example of such  advertising war we  have studied the case of  BMW and Audi 
which can be called as one of the most famous automobile advertising wars which began in 2006 
and continues till the present days. 

Such a long time of conducting the advertising war are explained by the fact that none of 
the automakers will not and is not going to give up and loose its position.  The  manufacturers of 
BMW triggered  the advertising war "against all". They decided to achieve customers' loyalty 
using verbal and visual confrontation with a variety of large automobile brands in the advertising 
area. 

The beginning of attracting the client was the poster where animal comparison was used: 
a BMW was wearing a leopard skin, while a Mercedes -a zebra one. This advertisement was 
entirely targeted at the stereotypical visual perception, as there was not even any slogan.  This 
advertisement presented a BMW as a leopard, that is a powerful, strong, aggressive predator in 
nature whereas a Mercedes was associated with a zebra, which, in nature, never survives the 
confrontation with the leopard and will always be a victim. Oddly enough, but Mercedes did not 
respond to this advertisement poster. 

Then BMW produced another one. The poster showed  the transportation of  new BMWs 
by the Mercedes truck. The slogan read: "Mercedes can also bring  joy." By such advertisement 
BMW makers wanted to tell the consumer that Mercedes is only able to transport vehicles and 
that the task of Mercedes is the invention of trucks and passenger car market must not be only 
for BMW. After such "compliments" from BMW, Mercedes did not response "mutually".  

Nevertheless, that was the very beginning. BMW decided to pay attention to other 
competitors. Among them there were manufacturers such as Jaguar, Subaru, Audi, Volvo and 
others. 

BMW manufacturers did not keep silence for a long time and "congratulated" Audi  on 
the centerfold of the magazine. Greeting text was: "Congratulations to Audi for winning the 
contest" Machine of the Year in South Africa - 2006 ". This congratulation ad stated clear that 
BMW was mocking Audi manufacturers, but at the same time it was so beautiful in terms of 
managing a word. The context of advertising message was understandable for anyone - "Your 
cars are worth being the best, but only in South Africa." Audi manufacturers were not at a loss 
and within several weeks they responded in the same style: "Congratulations to the BMW, which 
became the best car in 2006. From six-time winner of the day-night rally Le Mans 2000-2006". 

The verbal duel between Audi and BMW was correct and from the point of view of the 
language was elegant.  Having responded to the attack of BMW, they encouraged the advertising 
war that has been gaining momentum and becoming more and more daring and open since then. 
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Moreover, Subaru joined in the verbal battles of two automakers, having released a poster 
with the inscription: "Audi and BMW - well done that win the beauty contests ". From the 
winner of the international competition" Engine of the Year 2006 ". 

In the year of 2009, in Southern California, on the Avenue Santa Monica, there was a 
billboard advertising the Audi A4, a new car with the slogan: "Your move, BMW!" 

A little later, on the opposite side of the street, right in front of the billboard, there was 
installed the billboard of BMW M3 - "Checkmate." 

Audi responded to promote his brand-wheel drive quattro - "That's what happens when 
you do not have quattro». 

Soon BMW has got the opportunity to say, "That's what happens when you have a 
quattro". 

Thus, the advertising war in the capable hands of professionals can act as an effective 
strategy to promote the brand in the battle for customer loyalty. In addition, one of the most 
important results of the advertising war is to make statements about the position of the brand, 
which is a kind of instruction for the implementation of marketing communications, explaining 
why the target consumers need to buy just this particular brand and not others. 

Advertising war is able to confirm the brand image in the market, proving its competitive 
advantages The advertising war between brands will be determined by further economic 
development of the global market space as a whole and those specific socio-political changes 
that occur within a given region. 
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The standards of organizations (commercial, public, scientific, self-regulating, 

associations of legal entities) can be developed and become firmly established by them 

independently, coming from the necessity of application of these standards for perfection of 

production and providing of quality of products (implementations of works, providing of 

services), and also for distribution and drawing on the results of researches (tests), measuring 

and developments, got in the different areas of knowledge. 
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The objects of standardizationinto organization it is been: processes of organization and 

management by a production; management processes; technological processes; services rendered 

into organization, including social; nomenclature of raw material, materials, stuff wares applied 

in organization; processes of implementation of works on the stages of life cycle of products; the 

standards of corporate styleof organization; the organization of advertisement campaigns of 

organization [1]. 

Standards of advertisement of organization are development of corporate styleof 

company and maintenance of it through appearance of offices of organization stands on 

exhibitions, to single style of corporate elements of organization (design of business cards, price-

list, corporate forms, etc.). 

The standards of corporate styleplay an enormous role the corporate image of 

organization and it is making one of his main parts. 

Very corporate styleallows from the row of graphic signs, forms, and also colors and tints 

to form single integral character of organization, that will save the stylistic unity and organic 

character in informative, media and physical space. At the same time, corporate stylehelps a 

consumer to recognize and memorize organization in the conditions of increasing informative 

noise and high competition quicker and simpler. Mainly, corporate style is oriented to internal 

and external audience of organization and it used in the cases when events are directed to on 

strengthening of reputation of the organization. 

It is possible to take to the internal audience to that is directed influence of corporate style 

[Diagram 1]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 1. The Internal audience of the organization 
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It is possible to take to the external audience [Diagram 2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagram 2. The External audience of organization [4] 
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organization as reliable, long-term partner. 
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The forming of confidence character. Creation of corporate style aimed at forming of 

trust to organization by means of forming and maintenance of his positive image appellant to the 

base and most essential values for a client. 

Creation of value-added. The corporate style always forms feeling of additional value of 

organization, of her protracted and successful existence at the market, more high quality of 

service, and guarantee of result – of all that, for what a client is ready to pay more [3]. 
 

 
 

Diagram 3. Basic components of corporate style of organization [5] 

 

To date the shops oriented to the sale of child's commodities are highly sought. In Rostov 

and area, there are over twenty types of shops of child's commodities: toy stores, child's food, 

child's furniture, commodities on the care of children, etc. It is very difficult to choose the very 

ship between them at times, in that it was possible to buy everything, that required. People are 

oriented on different factors: someone wants that he was closer to the house, someone interested 

by moderate prices, some are oriented on the certain categories of commodities and brand, and 

someone searches commodities, depending on age of child. 

The child's retail chain "My Sunny" exists at the market of the child's commodities more 

than 15 years and specialized on the sale of child's food, commodities on the care of new-born, 

products for pregnant and feeding mothers, and also child's cosmetic, hygiene, toys and clothing. 

Thus, this retail chain aims to give for consumers the maximally wide range of goods for 

children. 

The name "My Sunny" is the tender and affectionate address to the kid, symbolizing 

caring about a child that the retail chain of shops tries maximally to simplify for parents. 

In 2012 the retail chain of shops conducted rebranding: the official name of retail chain 

began to use on a basic logotype (thus the name has 2 variants of distribution: horizontal and 
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block) instead of image of baby, were added specially worked out rainbow and clouds, a brand 

type (Rotonda) appeared.  

As well as all trade enterprises, a retail chain of child's shops "My Sunny" has the own 

corporate style that adheres in the opening of a new shop, appearance of places on exhibitions, 

determination of form of employees of shops. It is also corresponded a corporate stylish decision 

and selling aids organizations, creating the thus certain informative "field", containing 

remembering about organization and distinguishing her at the market on a background other 

child's shops. All elements of corporate style described in brandbook of the organization. 

When organization opens a new shop, takes part in the exhibitions, which sanctified to 

the children, engages in advertisement advancement, these actions always accompanied by the 

observance of certain rules. 

The adherence of organization to implementation of all works on appearance (that can be 

that appearance of shop or tear sheet is in certain style) always distinguishes a retail chain on a 

background competitor and does a brand knowable.  

The communication politics of organization always sent to satisfaction aesthetic and 

emotional tastes of clients. It assists acquisition of new customers and creation of positive 

character of shop.  For this reason, the retail chain of child's shops "My Sunny" always watches 

after the observance of requirements of corporate style, aiming to do the brand most knowable 

and popular among the habitants of Rostov-on-Don and Rostov area. 

However, at all aspiring to the observance of corporate style, brandbook of the 

organization executed incorrectly, that frequently prevents to the construction of conception of 

appearance of one or another advertising material.  

Not all colors used in appearance of selling aids and constructions are indicated in a 

brandbook, as a result there is misunderstanding between designers and organization at creation 

of layouts. The elements of corporate style in a brandbook has the uncompleted explanation or 

simplified descriptive character (for example: "The alternative version of logotype. Used for 

appearance of carriers the audience of permanent customer’s contacts with that. Not read out of 

context!", "With an alternative version it is possible to do everything, what will be lasted the by 

fantasy, with one condition: it must be beautiful") [6]. Descriptions of elements of corporate 

style are described diffusely, that gives vent to "flight of the fantasy" of designers and can violate 

basic conception of the corporate style.  

From the one side, brandbook of the organization written briefly and with the examples 

of images, from the other one - many organizational moments not indicated or distorted. The 

result of this failure to complete is become difficulty at writing of requirement specification in 
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advertising agencies, incomplete accordance to the corporate styleof organization on completion 

of production of advertising  informational materials and complication at a the same production.  

The all previously mentioned tricks into the advertising department of the retail chain of 

child's shops to the requirement in rethinking of materials of brandbook, and to development the 

new one, with the correction of previous shortages, addition of explanations and elements of the 

corporate style of organization. It would help to simplify work of organization in area of 

advertising informational materials and activity on appearance of visual elements of style, that in 

future will circulated on all carriers: documents of organization, appearance of territory of 

organization (form of employees, design of offices, door tables, etc.). 
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Tourism has a great impact on the economy of the region and the country in which it 

develops. The most common and perspective type of tourism is an event tourism. Nowadays, 

sport, cultural and business events have become an important element of state policy. 
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While these events take place, all of the objects of tourism industry are activated and 

consumer demand is often high. The resource component can be expressed in a direct monetary 

gain from the sale of tickets, rental space, etc., and indirect: tourists need in accommodation, 

food, travel, shopping, so they leave their money at the event place. 

 In addition, the receiving region receives important in today's competitive environment 

PR-support, which promotes its positive image on national and international tourism markets. 

Other important factor of positive influence on the development of event tourism 

destinations is that through to an interesting event tourists go to the regions which at other times 

are not popular. Events attract tourist traffic at any time, including during seasons, called "dead" 

and "low". 

Many countries, including Russia, are actively fighting for the right to carry out 

international events on its territory. In 2013, Russia was in the top ten most popular countries for 

event tourism. In 2014 it was created the National Association of event tourism. 

Southern Federal District on the scale, the level and pace of development of tourism 

sector ranked first. A very important factor that has significantly changed the flow of tourists to 

the Southern Federal District, of course, are the XXII Winter Olympic Games in 2014. 

Olympiad conducted on a high level - one of the key events for the Russian economy. 

Analysts "FOREX MMCIS group" note that "it will raise Russia's status in the eyes of the 

international community and make the country more attractive in the investment plan. In 

addition, thanks to the Olympic Games many new jobs (in the construction sector, the service 

sector, the transport sector), which also has a beneficial effect on economic growth. " 

From the perspective of the financial statements the organization of the Olympic Games 

is not considered profitable, since the proceeds from ticket sales, broadcast rights and 

sponsorship does not cover the costs. But the positive effect on the economy of the country is 

measured not only by accounting parameters: it is to accelerate the economic development of the 

region, strengthening its position as a resort and emergence as a new business center for the 

south of Russia. 

Sochi example shows how the Games contribute to the development of the city 

infrastructure and its cultural, educational, and social components. And it is important to 

emphasize, as the sustainable development - it is not only tangible, but also of the spiritual life of 

society. 
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Today, English is the second or third most popular mother tongue in the world, with an 

estimated 350-400 million native speakers. But, crucially, it is also the common tongue for many 

non-English speakers the world over, and almost a quarter of the globe’s population can 

understand it and have at least some basic competence in its use, whether written or 

spoken."There has never been a language spoken by so many people in so many places," says 

David Crystal, author  of English as a global language. 

The language continues to change and develop and to grow apace, expanding to 

incorporate new jargons, slangs, technologies, toys, foods and gadgets. In the current digital age, 

English is going though a new linguistic peak in terms of word acquisition, as it peaked before 

during Shakespeare’s time, and then again during the Industrial Revolution, and at the height of 

the British Empire. According to one recent estimate, it is expanding by over 8,500 words a year 

(other estimates are significantly higher), compared to an estimated annual increase of around 

1,000 words at the beginning of the 20th Century, and has almost doubled in size in the last 

century. 

Largely as a result of the vagaries of its historical development, modern English is a 

maddeningly difficult language to spell correctly. The inveterate borrowing from other 

languages, combined with shifts in pronunciation and well-meaning reforms in orthography have 

resulted in a language seemingly at odds with itself. While Old English was about 90% 

phonemic (i.e. words sound the same as they look), modern English is probably closer to 40% 

phonemic. There are a large number of possible spelling rules (up to 100 by some counts), and a 

large number of exceptions to those rules, and the language continues to confound both native 

speakers and foreigners alike.George Bernard Shaw (or possibly Oscar Wilde or Dylan Thomas 
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or even Winston Churchill, the attribution is unclear) once quipped that “England and America 

are two countries separated by a common language”. 

    Just how many words there currently are in the English language is open to conjecture. 

The Global Language Monitor (a Texas-based company that analyzes and tracks worldwide 

language trends) claims that the English language now boasts over a million words, but in reality 

it is almost impossible to count the number of words in a language, not least because it is so hard 

to decide what actually counts as a word. For instance, how are we to treat abbreviations, 

hypenated words, compound words, compound words with spaces, etc? The latest full revision 

of the “Oxford English Dictionary”, published in 1989 and considered the premier dictionary of 

the English language, contains about 615,000 word entries, listed under about 300,000 main 

entries. This includes some scientific terms, dialect words and slang, but does not include more 

specialized scientific and technical terms, nor the large number of more recent neologisms 

coined each passing year. "Webster's Third New International Dictionary”, published in1961, 

lists 475,000 main headwords. 

 Although a huge number of words have been imported into English from other languages 

over the history of its development, many English words have been incorporated (particularly in 

the last century) into foreign languages in a kind of reverse adoption process. Anglicisms such as 

stop, sport, tennis, golf, weekend, jeans, bar, airport, hotel, etc, are among the most universally 

used in the world. 

 But a more amusing exercise is to piece together the English derivations of foreign 

words where phonetic spelling are used. To give a few random examples, herkot is Ukrainian for 

“haircut”; muving pikceris is Lithuanian for “movie”or “moving pictures”; ajskrym is Polish for 

“ice-cream”; schiacchenze is Italian for “shake hands”; etc. Japanese has as many as 20,000 

anglicisms in regular use (“Japlish”), including apputodeito (up-to-date), erebata (elevator), raiba 

intenshibu (labour-intensive), nekutai (neck-tie), biiru (beer), isukrimu (ice-cream), esukareta 

(escalator), remon (lemon), mai-kaa (my car) and shyanpu setto (shampoo and set), the meanings 

of which are difficult to fathom until spoken out phonetically. “Russlish”uses phonetic spellings 

such as seksapil (sex appeal), jeansi (jeans), striptiz (strip-tease), kompyuter (computer), 

chempion (champion) and shusi (shoes), as well as many exact spellings like rockmusic, 

discjockey, hooligan, supermarket, etc. German has invented, by analogy, anglicisms that do not 

even exist in English, such as Pullunder (from pullover), Twens (from teens), Dressman (a word 

for a male model) and handy (a word for a cellphone). 
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 After many centuries of one-way traffic of words from French to English, the flow 

finally reversed in the middle of the 20th Century, and now anywhere between 1% and 5% of 

French words are anglicisms, according to some recent estimates. Rosbif (roast beef) has been in 

the French language for over 350 years, and ouest (west) for 700 years, but popular recent 

“Franglais”adoptions like le gadget, le weekend, le blue-jeans, le self-service, le cash-flow, le 

sandwich, le babysitter, le meeting, le basketball, le manager, le parking, le shopping, le snaque-

barre, le sweat, le marketing, cool, etc, are now firmly engrained in the language. 

  There is a strong movement within France, under the stern leadership of the venerable 

Acadйmie Franзaise, to reclaim French from this onslaught of anglicisms, and the country has 

even passed laws to discourage the use of anglicisms and to protect its own language and culture. 

Norway and Brazil have recently adopted similar measure to keep English out, and this kind of 

lexical invasion in the form of loanwords is seen by some as the thin end of the wedge, to be 

strenuously avoided in the interests of national pride and cultural independence. 

 English is probably the third largest language by number of native speakers, after 

Mandarin and Spanish. However, when combining native and non-native speakers it is probably 

the most commonly spoken language in the world.English is spoken by communities on every 

continent and on oceanic islands in all the major oceans.The countries in which English is 

spoken can be grouped into different categories by how English is used in each country. The 

"inner circle"countries with many native speakers of English share an international standard of 

written English and jointly influence speech norms of English around the world. English does 

not belong to just one country, and it does not belong solely to descendants of English settlers. 

English is an official language of countries populated by few descendants of native speakers of 

English. It has also become by far the most important language of international communication 

when people who share no common language meet anywhere in the world. 
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Language is the most important aspect of human society. Function both as the cement for  

relationships and as the ammunition in conflict, short of actual violence. Ourfocus here is on the 

ways in which language itself produces meanings, which create a particular view of the world 

and can feed into the communications between people, including between sides in conflict. 

 There are obvious ways in which language participates in conflict - and its resolution or 

transformation. These include, for example, raising the voice, swearing, interrupting, lying, not 

allowing others the floor,premeditated using oppositesand many others features of impoliteness. 

These aspects of language are often clearly relate to the ways in which language use constructs 

relationships (good or bad) between people.  

The ways in which language allows people 

The way people view the world is their perception of which things they see as being the 

same, and which they see as being somehow opposite to each other. This is reflected in their use 

of language, which provides them with words and grammatical structures that allow them to 

represent what things they see as being equivalent and what things they see as being contrasting. 

One way in which language allows people to equate and contrast is through synonyms 

and antonyms. Synonyms are pairs or groups of words that share a similar meaning. While it is 

doubtful that any two words in the language share precisely the same meaning, speakers are 

easily able to think of pairs or groups of words that could be used to refer to the same thing, e.g. 

'poorly', 'sick' and 'ill', or 'roll', 'bap' and 'teacake'. Antonyms, on the other hand, are pairs of 

words that are considered to be opposites. The seemingly 'common sense' nature of many 
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antonyms suggests that we have an intuitive sense for binaries, e.g. 'hot' and 'cold', 'black' and 

'white', 'backwards' and 'forwards'. 

Equating 

Equivalence can be expressed not only through synonymy, but also in a number of other 

ways. One is apposition, whereby two nounphrases are used where one would be grammatically 

sufficient, with each referring to the same thing. For example, if we are told that 'the MP, a 

representative of the liberal party, set out her policies', we understand that the nounphrases 'the 

MP' and 'a representative of the liberal party' refer to the same person, and that both have been 

included in order to give us more detail about the referent (although we should always be aware 

that there may be other, possibly ideological, reasons for such a choice). See the introduction to 

Naming and describing for more on how nounphrases can be ideologically-charged. 

People  can also equate things through use of the copular verbto be and through parallel 

structures. The former allows us to make the equation of two things the very proposition of a 

sentence - 'The faltering economy may be the death of this government', or 'The Olympics is a 

political event'. Parallel structures, meanwhile, use two grammatically similar propositions to 

suggest that two things are similar. In the following example, the subject and predicate are the 

same in each sentence, making for an implied equivalence between the two different objects: 

'The voters like eccentric politicians. The voters like the mayor'. While neither sentence explicitly 

says anything about the mayor's character, the grammatical equivalence of 'eccentric politicians' 

and 'the mayor' will lead the reader to understands that the mayor must be eccentric. 

The relation of opposition 

The relation of opposition that holds between pairs of words in (presumably all) the 

world’s languages could easily be seen as nothing more than the linguistic reflection of a human 

tendency towards binaries. We recognize opposites from a young age implies that the content of 

opposing pairs, at least, is acquired.  

Opposites are pairs of words that reflect the physical realities of life (hot-cold; go-come; 

alive-dead) but they also encode social norms (husband-wife; borrow-lend) as well as moral 

values (good-bad; right-wrong) and political ideologies (communist-capitalist). Many of what 

we could call 'conventional' opposites exist independently of any context. We can recognize 

conventional opposites as a pair without additional text around them and even if only one of the 

opposites is used, we can produce the other. What is the opposite of win or fat? We know the 

answer in general terms (lose, thin). 

These conventional opposites also form the background against which we regularly 

construct – and interpret – 'new' opposite pairings in texts and utterances on a daily basis. Thus, 

an utterance like 'it was a dishwasher, not a yacht'  when discussing a birthday present lines up a 
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domestic – and somewhat boring – machine as being opposed to a symbol of youth, 

independence and fun. Though there is no conventional opposite, out of context, between a 

sports car and a dishwasher, nevertheless in this context we readily understand that they are 

meant to line up with the more conventional pairings of: 

good bad 

fun boring 

youthful old and staid 

yacht dishwasher 

So, if we a) recognize and use conventional opposites and b) produce and interpret 

opposites which are produced in context, we might ask whether such textual practices have a role 

in producing and sustaining conflicts. Is it possible that analyzing the way in which such 

textually-produced opposites operate might show us ways of transforming conflicts into a less 

violent or intractable form? 

Before considering some examples relating to conflict situations, it is need to introduce 

the idea of different kinds of opposites. One kind of them is usually called 'gradable antonyms' 

by linguists: 

hot......cold 

big......small 

high....low 

 These pairs are always adjectives and they represent the notional ends of a scale in each 

case. Despite this, and even though languages sometimes label the intervening points on the 

scale (warm....cool), gradable antonyms do not seem to function as the prototypical opposites. A 

more prototypical kind of opposite is known to linguists as the 'complementary opposite' which 

involves a pair of words which are mutually exclusive, and therefore not gradable: 

alive/dead   man/woman   awake/asleep 

These pairs of words between them cover the options – you are either one or the other 

and not both. Thus, within the realm of human beings, you can only be a man or a woman. 

Trans-gender and inter-gender people may exist, but for now the language treats the two main 

gender identities as mutually-exclusive. Similarly, in the field of living things, animals are either 

alive or dead, and though we may sometimes say "I feel half-dead", this does not change the fact 

that English treats these conditions as incompatible. Even though we can imagine 

alive.........dead being gradable, this is not how the words work in normal usage. If we did treat 

being alive as a gradable concept, then one extreme of the scale would imply being 'completely 

dead' and the other would imply some kind of abundant liveliness – something like being 'fully 
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alive'. This is the kind of adaptation of meaning that texts sometimes produce, treating what is 

conventionally expressed as an exclusive kind of opposite as a gradable one. 

We can also transfer the kind of opposition we use in other directions. For example, we 

can treat gradable antonyms as though they were complementary: 

It's not hot (i.e. it's cold) 

It's long (i.e. not short) 

This tendency for even common gradable opposites to be interpreted as mutually 

exclusive (complementary) could be of significance in conflict studies and mediation. If there is 

a tendency to reduce all difference down to the mutually exclusive type, then it is no wonder that 

conflicts arise from all sorts of relatively minor differences - of opinion, cultural practices or 

vested interests. 

The logical test for complementariness is to see whether negating one of them produces 

the other: 

not alive = dead 

not a woman = a man 

So, these opposites describe things or qualities that cannot co-occur. But another kind of 

opposite, the 'converse', is defined by the ability of the two opposite terms to co-exist. They are 

therefore mutually dependent rather than mutually exclusive: 

buy/sell 

lend/borrow 

mother/child 

Thus, if someone is buying, someone must be selling and where there is a mother, there 

must be a child. It is as though each word in the pair 'looks at' the situation from a different 

angle. 

Imagine if conflicts or disagreements which are based on the mutually exclusive interests 

of two warring parties could instead be understood as simply two different ways of viewing the 

same situation. This could be the starting point of change towards a less intractable conflict 

situation. 

 Let us return to the notion of 'unconventional opposites' in texts. President Bush, for 

example, is famous for his comment "either you are with us or you are with the terrorists" in the 

wake of 9/11. Whilst it was understandable that there was extreme emotion in that situation, the 

onlookers were not all comfortable being told that if they did not agree with everything the USA 

did, they were as bad as terrorists. 
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The way in which texts create new opposites is to use one of a number of textual cues – 

or triggers – which indicate to the reader that the words or phrases concerned are to be 

interpreted as opposites. Here are two of the main types of opposition trigger: 

 

Negation 

If you put almost any words into the following structures at the points indicated by X and 

Y, you will find that they seem to be oppositional: 

It was X, not Y (It was spontaneous, not crazy) 

They wanted an X not a Y (They wanted a saucepan, not a philosophy) 

You said you would X, not Y (You said you would read a book, not go skating) 

What happens in the case of textually-produced opposites is that the context usually 

provides an explanation for why the unconventional opposites should be seen in this light. Thus, 

we might imagine that the first example takes place when someone is justifying their actions as 

being a result of fast reactions rather than irrational decision-making (spontaneous/crazy). The 

second example makes us reach for the underlying conventional opposition of practical 

(saucepan) versus theoretical (philosophy) to explain how it might be relevant. 

Parallel structures 

As well as negation, the use of repeated structures can produce the effect of opposition 

where words are juxtaposed in similar positions in the sentence: 

"Labour say he's black. We say he's British." 

This slogan from the Conservative Party's election campaign in 1983 showed a photo of a 

black (or sometimes an Asian) man and constructed the opposition between black and British by 

putting these words into the same slot in a parallel structure where the subject of the sentence 

(Labour/Tories) is a conventional opposite (at least in British political life). Their aim, to claim 

that they were more inclusive than Labour, whilst actually constructing a conceptual opposite 

where black and British are complementary and thus mutually exclusive, was to win votes from 

both wings of their party. 

The textual construction of opposites affects the way we see the world. If, as human 

beings, we have a dominant tendency towards dividing the world into mutually exclusive binary 

opposites, then we clearly also have the ability to do other things, like see the world through 

gradable scales or mutually dependent converses, as the evidence of our language demonstrates. 

Though the differences between these kinds of opposite might seem rather obscure at first, once 

we are alerted to them, we can start to think about how we might re-cast disagreements as ones 

where there could indeed be some middle ground (gradable) or where we learn to see the 

situation from the 'other' side's point of view as well as our own (converses). Teaching awareness 
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of these conceptual differences can help parties in conflict to reflect on what really keeps them 

from resolving their differences. 

Conflict, whether between individuals or groups, is no exception to this fundamental 

aspect of the human condition. The three elements of Johann Galtung's Conflict Triangle - 

Attitude, Behavior and Contradiction - are all shaped and expressed by language in this way. 

Even when the underlying cause of a conflict appears purely existential (e.g. over basic 

resources), the question of who is in conflict with who, the self-and-other-perceptions of those 

involved and the perception of incompatible interests itself are a result of allegiances and world 

views expressed and inculcated through language. And certainly, any justification of the status 

quo and any modification of the underlying cause or of attitudes will be achieved through 

language. 

 But “language” does not occur in a vacuum. It is used on particular occasions, in 

particular times and places with particular participants through a particular medium. An 

understanding of the meaning and effect of such language-in-use requires consideration of all 

these circumstances. To study the dynamics of conflict, therefore, we need to look beyond the 

words used and situate them in their wider context, as just one (albeit crucial) component of 

interaction. 

Proceeding from the above considerations, it is an attempt to provide an inventory which 

circumscribes all the possible variety of interaction which takes place within the context of 

conflict. Its intention is to provide a vocabulary for this variation, to offer a checklist of 

situational features which could have a bearing on the nature, development and outcome of 

conflictual encounters and to take a first step towards a possible typology of conflict situations. It 

is based on the assumption that 'settings' on each of the identified parameters have a profound 

effect on the way conflict participants conduct themselves and therefore will influence the nature 

and progression of a conflict. 

The inventory is divided into four sections, each of which addresses a particular question, 

as follows: whois involved and how are they involved? (parameters of participation); howis 

conflict expressed and manifested? (categories of means); what is presented as at issue? 

(categories of object); when and where? (spatio-temporal categories). 

The above is a list of interdependent categories; that is, 'settings' on any one parameter 

often constrain what settings are possible on others. But its relevance to conflict situations should 

be obvious. It may be used for prediction, as a guide to conduct and/or for explanation. 

Linguistics can deepen our understanding of the realities of conflict, and help us to gain a 

better appreciation of something as remote and removed from our lives as a conflict in a foreign 

land.  
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Language, for example, has been the site of conflict in Wales, with considerable 

sociopolitical tension surrounding its status there since the 1960s, when its state of decline 

became apparent. This example investigates the  Welsh language, and it significance as a 

political tool in Wales. 

Beginning in the 1960s, language activists brought the Welsh language with them to 
prison, and used it as a form of protest through creative writing. An important example of this 
genre is Meg Elis's Carchar, meaning 'prison'. Carchar is a collection of short-stories published 
in 1978, and reflects the role of protestors' incarceration in the ongoing language protests. 
Crucial to these protests was non-violence, which Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg (The Welsh 
Language Society) insisted on. The Gymraeg's approach to protest revolved around the 
committing of criminal transgressions, with members submitting themselves to incarceration. 

For the Gymraeg, imprisonment is seen as a moral imperative, something attested to in 
the work of Elis and other prison writers such as Angharad Tomos - notably her fictionalized 
prison diary Yma o Hyd (Still Here) - and Menna Elfyn, who published a number of volumes of 
poetry including Ystafelloedd Aros (Waiting Rooms), Tro'r Haul Arno (Turn the Sun On) and 
Cell Angel. Many proponents of the Gymraeg point to these tactics as crucial in the successes of 
Welsh language campaigning, such as the establishment of S4C, the Welsh-language television 
channel. However, other forms of protest have been used in a bid for more recognition of the 
Welsh language.  Former Plaid Cymru leader Gwynfor Evans's threats to embark on a hunger 
strike were crucial in forcing the Conservative government of the time to implement its election 
pledge to found S4C. Others went as far as deploying violent tactics in an attempt to achieve 
their aims, with groups such as Meibion Glyndwr conducting arson attacks on English-owned 
holiday homes. Today, there are around 562,000 Welsh speakers in Wales. 

The story of the  Elis'sCarchar demonstrate the futility of such a task, with the prison cell 
as the medium through which protest is expressed. In the Wales case, the incarcerated voice of 
the writer-activist had an energizing effect on the Welsh language in all areas of Welsh life. 

We don't just use language to talk about the world; we use it to shape the world, to form 
and change relationships and to get things done. In fact, almost everything we do has language in 
it somewhere. We are moved to act in particular ways by our attitudes, for whose formation 
language has been largely responsible, and our evaluation of other people's actions often depends 
on how they are represented in language. 
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This article studies confusable words in language use and investigation and classification 

of English phraseological paronyms. These speech units are characterized by similar lexical and 
grammatical components, but denote different notions. Therefore they also differ in syntagmatic 
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ties. It is important paronymic oppositions should comprise grammatical identity and at least one 
common significant element within their lexical structure. 

To begin with, a lot of scholars are studying a classification of phraseological paronyms 
using different approaches. The first attempt at giving a classification was made by                          
E.G. Bagaturova when she worked on compiling a Russian-Armenian phraseological dictionary 
[4]. Following Bagaturova a Chinese linguist Diao Chuanzhi developed a similar typology 
considering two groups of phraseological paronyms [10]. These are lexically identical and 
lexically non-identical. Later on, a Slovakian linguist Peter Ďurčo also expounded this 
classification emphasizing the nucleus and periphery of the units [6]. There are a great many 
linguists who made an important contribution to investigation of the topic [5]. References should 
be made to Y.V.Litvinov, O.V. Vishnyakova, T.L.Pavlenko, O.V. Rotko,T.P. Nikitina. 

 As O.V. Vishnyakova defines, phraseological paronyms are twofacet idiomatic units 
which are similar in sound-form and differentiating in constituent elements structurally, 
semantically and stylistically [5]. Thus, it results in double actualization and difference between 
their functioning in that or this spheres. In modern linguistic science this phenomenon is 
considered complex and so it requires further research study. Having the miscellaneous nature, 
phraseological paronyms are further sorted out and arranged in certain classes which are of 
identical characteristics. It is necessary to distinguish which traits can be taken as the main 
criteria for classification [1, 242-243]. Two major types of phraseological paronyms are singled 
out, namely:structural and semantic. 

On the semantic level, two correlations of phraseological units are proposed [2; 3; 7]. The 
first one is concerned with paronymic ties between outer similar phraseologisms which possess 
common semes and connotational characteristics.  

The second correlation is represented by paronymic attraction of units based on outer 
structure, connotational characteristics, first and foremost, metaphorical meaning, but differing 
in their significative semes.  

We will focus thoroughly on the second type. Structurally, phraseological paronyms are 
classified into phonetic, lexical, and grammatical and mixed [2; 3;7]: 

1. Phonetic type implies that phraseological units possess sound similarity, but differ in a 
manner of pronunciation: e.g. seating room – “an area that includes places where several people 
can sit” (“no seating room for guests”) // sitting room – “living room” [1, 397]. 

2. Lexical type differs by a number of elements or includes the same elements forming 
phraseological paronyms and having different nature. The difference can be observed in verbs, 
prepositions, conjunctions: e.g. dead money- «money invested in unsold products which cannot 
therefore be used» (« this will tell you how much «dead money» is tied up in the three 
products») //dead on the money- «totally correct» («I have always read Howard`s articles with a 
great deal of interest, as they are usually dead on the money») [1, 93-94]; Take a toll of- «cause a 
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high number of casualties» («The landmines tool a toll of several thousand civilian lives»)//take 
a toll on – «have a serious effect on a person» («The walking was beginning to take a toll on all 
of us») [1, 312]. 

 3. Grammatical type can differ morphologically and syntactically: e.g. Close the book on 
something–«to put an end to a matter, stop working on a case». // Close the books on something– 
«balance accounts at the end of an accounting period» (different number of the noun book) [1, 
73-74]. 

4. Mixed type represents a combination of some differences which are expressed in the 
three types listed above: e.g. be on pins and needles- «to be in a state of agitated expectancy» 
(«We had been on pins and needles all day long until we received her telegram»).// have pins and 
needles – «to have a prickling tingling sensation in one`s limb» («I have had pins and needles in 
my left hand for about two  weeks now») [1, 40]; be green —1. «be inexperienced»: During his 
speech, Obama praised Bennet while acknowledging he is a bit green in politics.... 2. «be 
environmentally friendly»: These are also made with other recycled materials, so yes, they are 
very green in terms of helping the environment. // be green around the gills—(coll.) 1. «look 
indisposed or unwell» : She was green around the gills for several days. I also had a similar 
experience about five years ago— 2. «look as though one is about to be sick» : The poor guy 
gets motion sickness and is green around the gills as soon as they take off [1, 35]. 

Apart from these types, a complex relationship can occur within pairs of phraseological 
paronyms. It can be based on combination of structural differences and semantic coherence. 
Thus, components can possess a similar sense though meaning is perceived differently, e.g. have 
a good head-«be smart and intelligent» («I searched for Ann, because she has a good head and 
knows a lot about medicine») // have a good mind- «be strongly inclined to do smth.» («I have a 
good mind to find these identity and ask how they`re getting money out of my account»)                     
[1, 163]. 

Deriving a conclusion, we should point out that phraseological paronymy demands a 
differentiated look at the phenomenon than has been proposed before. However, it is rather 
difficult to analyze phraseological pairs without resorting to appropriate dictionaries which can 
provide insights into paronymic behavior. Hence, it is suggested to investigate all the possible 
aspects of these lexical items within the exact circumstances of functioning not neglecting either 
the core linguistic principles or already chosen. 
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Phraseological unit can be defined as “a reproduced and idiomatic (non-motivated) or 

partially motivated unit build up according to the model of free word-groups (or sentences) and 

semantically and syntactically brought into correlation with words [5]. 
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Paronyms can be defined as words, which are similar in their sounding form and 

morphemic structure, but different in their lexical meaning. 

Using these two definitions, we can characterize phraseologicalparonyms as set phrases, 

being possessed of similar structure and often grammatical features, but expressing different 

notions. 

The English language is rich in idioms and set expressions, and phraseological paronyms 

aren’t an exception. They are characterized by quite high frequency of occurrence and are often 

misused. On that ground they are called “confusable phrases”, “confusables”, or “false friends”. 

The phenomenon of phraseological paronymy is represented by abundant data, that requires 

close investigation and worked-out ordering. 

Phraseological paronymy needs studying because: 

1. They aren’t given proper attention to: there is no generally accepted and clear 

definition for the term “phraseological paronym”, the process of establishing the existence of 

paronymic relations between two phraseological units is very complicated, as the criteria of 

selection are vague and a thorough etymological analysis should be made. 

2. Practical aspect shouldn’t be overlooked: people keep making mistakes in their 

speech. In translation the right choice of the word or phrase plays crucial role, as the wrong one 

ruins communication.  

V. Akulenko, N. Kolesnikova, O. Vishnyakova, T. Pavlenko, O. Rotko are just a few 

authors, to the works of whom we can refer while studying the subject matter. Within the scope 

of phraseological paronyms researchers distinguish between semantic and structural types. This 

work focuses on semantic types. 

According to O. Rotko there exist two distinct types of phraseological paronyms 

semantically determined. “The first type includes set phrases which, having a similar structure 

and being different in meaning, share common semes” [3], e.g.  

1. last word – 1. (also: last thing) smth. that is most up-to-date; smth. that cannot be 

surpassed: These three white trucks represent the last word in modern emergency equipment.                  

2. said of a person or thing that is as bad as it is possible to find: Don’t talk to me about untidy 

kids. I’ve got two at home that are the last word. 

last words – an utterance that was the last smb. made before dying: The victim of the 

crime, in her last words, declares, quite unprotestingly, that it is what she expected. 

2. number one – head of an organization: Gorbachov’s aim was to integrate farm 

production and food processing. Now, as number one, he could impose his own plan.  

number ones – one’s best clothes or uniform: Hughes unpacked his kit to find his number 

ones badly crushed, and cursing, he went in search of an iron.  
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“The second type includes phraseological paronyms similar in form and imagery, often 
similar in metaphorical idea, but lacking correspondence in their significative meanings” [3], e.g. 
sardine box // sardine tin: 

sardine box – (UK hist.) used of the City & South London Railway opened in 1890, so 
called because of the packed conditions at rush hour: The passengers in the “sardine box 
railway” had to sit facing each other on long benches in light too dim to read a newspaper. 

sardine tin – (sl., pejor.) 1. a mini-car: Leave that smelly little sardine tin alone. The 
exhaust smells a little, but that’s nothing. 2. an aircraft: Just back from our Tenerife family 
holiday and will never forget the sardine tin we flew in. 3. (Nautical) a clumsy steamer: No one 
was allowed on deck… and in the never ending rolling sardine tin, we were all tottering about 
uphill and downhill. 4. (Nautical) a submarine: U-boat submarines were true dedicated sailors 
and so is anyone who goes inside a sardine tin under water. 

These idioms reveal common metaphorical idea of “packed conditions”, but in their basic 
meaning belong to different objects of reality.  

For studying phraseological paronyms from diachronic perspective it seems proper to use 
some less restricted and more general classifications. For example, the following one, based on 
the model by V. Teliya, can be applied. According to it, “the semantic structure of phraseological 
units is formed by semantic ultimate constituents called macrocomponents of meaning”. [5] As 
phraseological paronyms are also regarded as such units, they are included into the system. The 
macrocomponents are divided into: 

 denotational; 

 evaluational; 

 motivational; 

 emotive; 

 stylistic;  

 grammatical; 

 gender. 
This model allows to compare the clusters of phraseological paronyms. Here the example 

of  “Queen’s Ann’s dead” and “Captain Obvious” within denotational macrocomponent is 
considered. Queen’s Ann’s dead can be confused with Charlie’s dead (is used to discreetly tell a 
woman that her slip or panties are showing) and Captain Obvious – with Captain Morgan 
(Puerto-Rican rum with spices). But we are interested in combination Queen’s Ann’s dead // 
Captain Obvious.  

Queen’s Ann’s dead – a sarcastic way of saying: ‘That’s old news. I heard that weeks 
ago.’ It developed in the time when the death of Queen Anne was officially hushed up for a 
while. News had leaked out, so when at last there was an official announcement of the Queen’s 
death, the crowd chanted in derision “Queen Anne is dead – didn’t you know?” and to this day 
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“And Queen Anne is dead” is a standard rejoinder to somebody who bears stale news or states 
the obvious. 

Captain Obvious - is a fictitious character inspired from comics super-heroes. His main 
super-power is the ability to state self-evident facts. The sentence "Thank you, captain obvious!" 
is sometimes used in order to sarcastically 'thank' someone who just stated something evident. 

Two elements of these phraseological clusters are similar in their meaning, but composed 
of absolutely different components. Moreover, Queen’s Ann’s dead is obsolete, while Captain 
Obviousis widespread nowadays. However, this conception needs much more investigation. 

Thus, this work describes two possible approaches to semantic classification of 
phraseological paronyms according to their types, and, undoubtedly, the further research should 
be conducted. 
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The modern cosmetic market offers us a huge amount of various cosmetics. Today the 

range is very great and various: definitely that there are means of prior necessity for moistening 

and toning, and - not of prior necessity, such as decorative cosmetics. It is obviously that use of 

cosmetics has to be harmless to skin and an organism. 

Among other basic conditioning agents and dressing of skin various voice-frequency 

funds are allocated. The variety existing in the market makes us to find the distinctions among 

these means, and to analyze the existing names for the purpose of their further right choice. 

Today producers represent such means of basic care and dressing for skin, as: base, bronzer, 

concealer, glitter, proofreader, luminayzer, minerals, primer, softner, clamp, highlighter, 

shimmer, elover. The definitions of these most wanted cosmetic means is given below in 

reference material. 

Research objective: to reveal understanding degree female audience of the terms 

connected with basic care of skin. Object of research: to understand a set of cosmetics. Research 

problems: to analyze the range of means of toning of skin; to define character of a product; to 

define the term calling this product; whether to reveal this term is primordially Russian or 

borrowed, if borrowed, from what language. Object of research are lexemes of perfumery and 

cosmetic production and a subject - the processes accompanying such lexemes. 

As it became clear owing to my experiment, most of girls don't know the correct 

definition of any of basic means. And all these means are called the habitual phrase 

"foundation". Therefore we call the most used cosmetics and in a distributing reference material 

we give a complete definition. 
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The group of the most often applied means includes a primer, a base, a concealer and a 

shimmer. 

Searching the actual material, we visited "RIVGAUCHE" cosmetics supermarket. We 

investigated the most popular basic means in a market a mass-market segment such as: Max 

Factor, L’OREAL, Bourjois, Lumene,Pupa, and Maybelline. The received material is presented 

in the following table: 

 

 Base Concealer Primer Bronzer Corrector Liner Minerals 

Max Factor             

Lumene             

LOREAL            

Bourjois           

Pupa           

Maybelline               

 

The following is obvious: domestic producers aren't presented at all in this segment of the 

cosmetic market. We also haven't found original Russian terms for the description of the 

analyzed products. 

We have found all these are the products of European and American cosmetic industry 

and they are named in English and have consumer’s guide as well in English.  

According to article 54 of the Civil code of the Russian Federation, the texts containing 

important consumer’s information are to be carried out in Russian (including the registered 

trademarks, logos and service marks). The usage of the foreign words executed with the help of 

Russian letters is unacceptable [14]. Due to this law and due to lack of analogs the names of 

types of the products analyzed by us are given in Russian: by means  of transliteration: a primer 

(that is derived from English - primer), a concealer (that is derived from English verb to 

conceal), base (that is derived from English - tinted/color makeup base), the proofreader (from 

English - corrector), the shimmer (from English - shimmer), elover (that is derived from English 

- all over), etc. 

At the end of our report we note that all the thirteen mentioned cosmetic products have 

names that are all original to English language and culture. Due to this wуcan make the 

following conclusion: all the lexemes naming specified products have already existed in Russian. 

But all of them are the words formed from English roots and adapted in Russian-speaking culture 

by means of transliteration.  The general conclusion is that Russian comes under powerful 

influence of English language in the sphere of cosmetic terminology. 
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Reference material: 

[1]Base.Color bases under a make-up, as a rule, have to be applied on the moisturizing cream for 
a voice-frequency basis. Unlike primers, their basic purpose not to give firmness to the imposed 
make-up, and to make tone of skin equal. Bases of corporal shades will give to your skin the 
healthy and shining look, and white bases will level, but will leave initial tone of the person. 
There are also other shades of bases under a make-up, but they act as converters: the green will 
clean redness; lilac will disguise yellowness, blue, orange color of suntan. You will be able to 
use color bases for creation of desirable tone of the person for solemn an event, and in everyday 
life, for a make-up there will be enough concealer and a usual voice-frequency basis. Such color 
bases usually are issued in the form of fluids. <http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[2]Bronzer.Cosmetics for giving to your skin of effect of suntan are issued practically all 
cosmetic brands. <http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[3]Concealer.The masking means, the proofreader for problem sites of surfaces of the person or 
body. Thanks to the structure, antioxidants, antiseptics, vitamins and the clarifying substances, 
the concealer can not only hide, but also treat. It is actively used for any type of a make-up and it 
is made by all brands of cosmetic production. <http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[4]Glitter. Dry friable gloss. Make professional brands and specialized brands of cosmetics for 
scenes. Are applied to creation of special effects in a make-up and on hairdresses: with their help 
it is possible to add unique gloss to your eyes, lips, a body and hair.<http://elit-
galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[5]Proofreader.The means for correction (concealment) of a form and separate sites of the 
person. Proofreaders happen two types: lightening (are applied in the center of a forehead, chin, 
on cheekbones, on a nose back etc.); shading (are applied on the lower face contour, in a cavity 
of cheekbones, on nose wings etc.)  
<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[6]Luminayzer.The means which create the clarifying effect and give to skin shine. Also they 
are known, as illyuminayzer. Lyumenayzers are cosmetics which contain the golden particles 
reflecting light. They it is necessary in order that on skin there was an effect of sunshine. 
Lyuminayzer make many cosmetic brands. 
<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[7]Minerals.The cosmetics which is consisting of substances of a mineral origin, not containing 
chemical dyes, alcohol, preservatives and other specific cosmetic ingredients. Many brands let 
out the most various mineral cosmetics, including and decorative (concealers, voice-frequency 
bases, powder, blush and so forth) which allows to carry out all types of a make-up of a "safe" 
make-up for problem fat skin.  
<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[8]Primer. The base under a make-up or a basis which is usually applied on the moisturizing 
cream as a preparatory stage under a voice-frequency basis that allows to reach high resistance of 
the subsequent make-up are made by many popular brands. Primers level a skin relief, give 
effect of dullness and create velvet of skin. <http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[9]Softner.The lotions and other cosmetics softening and moisturizing skin.  
<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[10]Clamp. A make-up fixer; they are issued in the form of sprays by which the final emphasis 
when performing a make-up is placed. Such means generally are issued professional brands, 
such as MAC, Make Up For Ever, but it is possible to meet also clamps from the Clarins brand 
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less often. Clamps will provide to a make-up unprecedented firmness and will give feeling of 
freshness to skin of your person.  
<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[11]Highlighter.Light eye shadow belongs to category of the clarifying proofreaders for the 
person, and also. Unlike lyuminayzer, some types of these cosmetics don't give to skin shine, 
their main appointment, to sodat a light reflex. <http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[12]Shimmeris a special cosmetic which contains flickering and reflecting parts thanks to which 
your skin looks well-groomed. Any shimmer adds to skin shine and gloss. They are let out by 
many popular producers of cosmetics. The shimmer also has to a dress the antonym, he is the 
lyuminayzer.  
<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
[13]Elover.A decorative cosmetic (powder, blush and so forth) having in itself all necessary 
properties, all in one, and not demanding additional cosmetic products, or suitable for any area of 
the person, for all person.<http://elit-galand.ru/lexiconcosmetics> 
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Advertising discourse is the relationship between advertisers and advertising destinations, 

carried out through the distribution of promotional product in written and oral form 

[www.communication_psychology.academic.ru/204, 20.04.2015]. 

Marketers are not always able to predict how in a particular region will be perceived a 

certain advertising message. By their nature ad copy is almost never possible to translate 
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literally, as in this case, the text loses its meaning and impact. Often advertising slogans that 

make us smile the residents of one country can cause confusion  in other countries. To avoid 

unpredictable response to ads, linguists resort to find an equivalent translation 

solutions.Equivalent translation - is a translation corresponding to the original at all relevant 

levels and providing the same information and communicative tasks, which was aimed source 

text.[www.my-dictionary.ru›word/38823, 20.04.2015]. 

Translation of advertising texts and slogans - one of the most difficult types of cross-

language communication, because it requires from an interpreter excellent language skills, 

creative approach and knowledge of the culture of the target audience. In other words, the 

translation of advertising texts is necessary to translation tools, has the same effect on the 

translation of native speakers as authoring tools for native speakers of the original. 

Today, in connection with the development of international relations in all spheres of our 

society, commercial advertising literally needs competent translation into other languages, with 

the aim of attracting a larger target audience. Therefore, the study of the characteristics and 

methods of achieving equivalence of translation of advertising slogans seems relevant. 

The object of research is the slogan of commercial advertising. 

Subject of investigation - problems of translation equivalent stylistically marked language 

units in commercial advertising. 

The aim of this study is to determine the characteristics of the equivalent translation of 

slogans and commercials, as well as the problems associated with the translation of advertising 

texts from English into Russian. 

To realize the goal enables a number of tasks: 

1) Define the concept of "translation equivalence" and "commercial advertising". 

2) Examine the number of videos and find the most interesting examples of slogans 

commercial advertising. 

3) To study the best ways to translate advertising messages from English into Russian. 

4) Examine the most common difficulties in translating advertising texts and in particular 

the advertising slogans. 

5) To generalize the results. 

Slogans are a very important form of advertising art. They not only sell the product and 

form an image of the company in the minds of consumers. They become part of the cultural layer 

of time. 

During the work, I analyzed twenty-one of the world's advertising slogans: 

A diamond is forever / Бриллианты навсегда. 

Justdoit / Просто сделай это. 
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Because you're worth it / Потому что вы этого достойны. 

It's Miller time! / Это время Miller. 

Keep walking / Продолжай движение. 

Do the dew / Сделай Dew. 

It Gives You Wiiings / Red Bull окрыляяееет. 

Always Coca Cola / Всегда Coca Cola, 1990-е. 

Life is Good / Жизнь хороша, 2001. 

Live on the coke side of life / Живи на кока-кольной стороне, 2006 . 

Ask For More / (Бери от жизни все), 2000. 

Pepsi.The Choice of a New Generation / Pepsi.Выбор нового поколения, 1984. 

HaveaPepsiDay! / Пепсячногодня!, 1977. 

Hungry?GrabaSnickers / Проголодался? Сникерсни! 

The milk chocolate melts in your mouth, not in your hand. / Молочный шоколад 

тает у вас во рту, а не в руках. 

Skittles...taste the rainbow Skittles / Skittles: попробуй радугу. 

I'mlovin'it / Вот что я люблю. 

IncredibleIndia! / Невероятная Индия! 

Just What the Doctor Ordered / То, что доктор прописал. 

Digitally Yours / Цифренно Ваш.  

There are some things money can't buy. For everything else, there's MasterCard / 

Есть вещи, которые нельзя купить. Для всего остального есть MasterCard. 

Comparative analysis has shown that the priority remains for the direct transfer to the 

conservation techniques of expressivity (metaphor, epithet). This is due, primarily, the fact that a 

direct translation from the partial or complete preservation of emotional coloring (50%) 

transmits the meaning of the original advertising text. 

Summing up, it should be noted that translation of advertising slogans - is not only the 

translation of words, but also the translation of ideas. Only in this case, advertising will 

effectively carry out its the role of the language of communication products with their target 

audiences. 
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Annotation: As the title implies the article describes software engineering jargon/slang. The article is 

about jargon and slang, what is it, when used, what is the problem in understanding. 
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Progress does not stand still, this is evidenced by worldwide computerization. As a result, 

speech culture experiences a strong pressure of foreign words, and therefore sometimes people 

use words without knowing their correct value. The situation is getting worse because of some of 

these words and expressions become slang or jargon ones.  

The aim of my work is  

– to determine what slang or jargon is  

– to clarify the meaning of some words coming into this class 

– to find out what age groups have complications in understanding of computer slang. 

The object of the present research is lexemes reproducing the concepts of IT jargon 

The subject of the research is processes that accompany the absorption of English IT-

terms by Russian language.  

Computer technologies have made a huge number of special language words and phrases, 

a rich terminology and computer slang that is used not only by software engineers, computer 

administrators, users, but also by people who far from computers. These words and phrases, 

when taken together, form a layer of language that is called slang. 

Jargon – special words or expressions that are used by a particular profession or group 

and are difficult for others to understand [1]. 
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Slang – a set of words and expressions used by representatives of certain groups, 

occupations, etc. and component layer of spoken language, not in compliance literary language 

(usually applied to English-speaking countries) [1]. 

Thus this is obviously seen that jargon and slang are equal notions representing one and 

the same phenomenon on language. They are synonyms. 

Computer slang (jargon) – a kind of slang used by professional IT-specialists and 

nonprofessional computer users [2]. 

Computer jargon is a new phenomenon in Russian language. The novelty of this 

phenomenon is determined by the fact the media and the creators of the language are young 

professionals that are programmers. Jargon vocabulary accelerates the process of 

communication, revealing its contents form complex technical concepts. Thanks to the 

knowledge of the special language of IT-specialists consider themselves as members of a closed 

community that is separated from "outsiders" (those who are not in this community). 

The most interesting and frequent of jargonisms are:  

Ребутнуть (from the English. Reboot - reboot) – to restart the computer,  

струйник – an inkjet printer,  

материнка - motherboard,  

слить - to copy files to a floppy disk,  

баг – an error or failure in the program,  

дрова - drivers,  

нуб – a form of English word «noob», slang form of «newbie» - that means “beginner”,  

лайфхак- a useful advice. 

Speaking on sources of slang words we mention:  

1) original English words in conjunction with  Russian affixes, e.g. (upgrade + ить= 

апгрейдить ; lag + ать=лагать)  

2) Russian words, where generating basis that is Russian root is used with different 

suffixes («матер» + «инк» = «материнка»)  

3) Syntonic coincidence with the IT-term in English language («driver» - дрова) 

4) Expansion of the word, which arose on the basis of metaphor («mother died» in the 

computer jargon does not mean that one who gave life and loved died, but «motherboard has 

failed\материнскаяплатавышлаизстроя»)  

People who work with computer technology in our country are young, mostly are 

approaching to their forty years, so that there are perception difficulties of such words by the 
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representatives of senior generation when they meet for the first time with the computer, 

moreover when they do this to the global Network. 

We conducted a study of a practical nature: we have offered a number of computer 

jargonisms to people of different age with task to determine their means. Youngsters, especially 

students, have easily coped with the task; older people have found it difficult to answer. This 

proves once again that the jargon lexicon is used by young people more and computers and 

gadgets have become an integral and natural part of their life. 

So, firstly established as a highly specialized, vocabulary related to computers and 

information science over the last few decades, computer-related vocabulary and slang not only 

expanded its scope greatly, but also has come into general throughout use. 
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Annotation: The modern world is in the process of globalization. Globalization affects all spheres of life 
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Bologna-Prozess. Worum geht es? 

Der Bologna-Prozess ist das Ergebnis gemeinsamer Anstrengungen von Behörden,  

Hochschulen, Lehrkräften, Studierenden, Interessenverbänden, Arbeitgebern, 
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Qualitätssicherungsagenturen, internationalen Organisationen und anderen Einrichtungen, 

einschließlich der Europäischen Kommission.  

Schwerpunkte sind: 

 die Einführung des dreistufigen Systems ( Bachelor, Master, Promotion) 

 eine verbesserte Qualitätssicherung 

 eine einfachere Anerkennung von Qualifikationen und Studienzeiten  

Wo liegt das Problem? 

Da sich die Systeme der allgeneinen und beruflichen Bildung in Europa erheblich 

voneinander unterscheiden, war es bisher schwierig, die in einem Land erworbenen 

Qualifikationen für eine Bewerbung oder ein Studium in einem anderen Land zu nutzen. Durch 

die verbesserte Kompatibilität der Bildungssysteme können sich Studierende und 

Arbeitssuchende jetzt einfacher innerhalb Europas bewegen.  

Gleichzeit tragen die Bologna-Reformer dazu bei, europäische Hochschulen 

wettbewerbsfähiger und für den Rest der Welt attraktiver zu machen. Der Bologna-Prozess 

unterstützt auch die Modernisierung der Bildungs – und Ausbildungssysteme, um diese auf die 

Bedürfnisse eines Arbeitsmarkts im Wandel auszurichten. Dies ist um so wichtiger, als der 

Anteil an Arbeitsplätzen, die einen Hochschulabschluss voraussetzen, steigt und die Nachfrage 

nach Innovation und Unternehmergeist zunimmt.  

Das Bologna Abkommen war am 19 Juni 1999 von den Vertretern der  29 Länder 

unterschrieben. Zur Zeit wird es neben 47 Ländern aufgezählt, die sich an das gegebene 

Abkommen angeschlossen haben. Einschließlich solche Länder wie Russland, die Ukraine und 

Kasachstan.  

Das Hauptelement des Bologna Prozesses ist ein indirektes System der Ausbildung: der 

Bachelor, der Magister. Außer ihm, die Reihe der Länder schon haben die Aspirantur als das 

dritte Niveau anerkannt.  

Die Einschätzung der akademischen Leistung geschieht im Rahmen des Bolonga 

Prozesses nach dem Europäischen System der Anrechnung des Wissen (European Credit 

Transfer System). ECTS bewertet die Lehrbelastung der Studenten nach dem Umfang der 

Arbeit, der für den erfolgreichen Abschluss des Studiums notwendig ist. Eine Krediteinheit 

ECTS entspricht 30 Stunden der Lehrbelastung. Nach jedem erfolgreich beendeten Gegenstand 

an der Universität bekommt der Student die Punkte ( Credit Points). Ein Punkt entspricht etwa 

25-30 Arbeitsstunden.  

Die Arbeitsstunden umfassen die Vorlesungen und die Vorbereitung zu den Vorlesungen, 

dann die Wiederholung des Materials nach der Vorlesung und die Vorbereitung auf die 
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Prüfungen. Nach der Prüfung bekommt jeder Stunden die Einschätzung. Die Zeit in jedem 

Semester ist so berechnet dass der Student im Allgemeinen neben 30 Punkten für das Semester 

bekommt, so um das Bachelordiplom zu bekommen muss man von 180 bis 240 Punkten 

zusammenzunehmen. 

Zur Zeit koexistieren in den deutschen Hochschulen parallel zwei Strukturen der 

Ausbildung: das neue indirekte System der Bachelor – der Magister, sowie die traditionellen 

Lehrprogramme mit dem Erhalten des Diploms oder des Magister.  

Der Bachelor ist das erste Diplom, das das Recht auf die berufliche Arbeit gibt. Die Dauer der 

Ausbildung bildet 3-4 Jahre, für den Zutritt ist das Zeugnis über die erledigte mittlere Jahre, für 

den Zutritt ist das Zeugnis über die erledigte mittlere Bildung notwendig. Für das Erhalten der 

Stufe des Bachelors muss man je nach dem Lehrplan von 180 bis zu 240 Krediteinheiten 

zusammennehmen. Der Bachelor gibt das grundlegende Wissen auf den Berufen und den 

methodischen Fertigkeiten, sowie die breite professionelle Orientierung.  

Der Magister ist das zweite Diplom nach 1-2 Jahren der Ausbildung. Der Anfang der 

Ausbildung geht bald sofort nach dem Bachelor bald nach einigen Jahren der beruflichen Arbeit. 

In der Magistratur wird die tiefere Spezialisierung und die wissenschaftliche Arbeit akzentuiert. 

Die Magistratur neben dem Diplom der Fachkraft ist Vorbedingung für den Zutritt in die 

Aspirantur. 

Nach dem traditionellen System, endet die Ausbildung mit der Diplomarbeit, sowie mit 

den schriftlichen und mündlichen Prüfungen.  

Magister Artium  ist das Zeugnis vom erfolgreich erledigten Kurs nach 

Geisteswissenschaftlichen und den Sozialwissenschaften, in deren Rahmen verschiedene 

Kombinationen der Disziplinen zugelassen werden. 

Die Aspirantur wird in Deutschland als dritte Stufe des Bologna Prozesses betrachten. 

Die Schreibung der Dissertation ist nur an den Universitäten möglich. Die Vorbereitung der 

Dissertation ist mit der Durchführung der unabhängigen wissenschaftlichen Forschung 

verbunden , dauert im Laufe von 2-4 Jahren nach dem Erhalten der Magisterstufe oder der 

Diploms der äquivalenten Stufe. Die Stufe des Kandidaten der Wissenschaften wird nach der 

Schreibung der Dissertation und der erfolgreichen Aufgabe der mündlichen Prüfung, oder des 

Schutzes der Dissertation verliehen. 

Die Struktur der Lehrprogramme. 

Die Bachelor und Magisterprogramme teilen sich in die Module. Das Modul bestehet aus 

thematische verbundenen Lehrbeschäftigungen, Vorlesungen, Seminare, praktischen Arbeiten 

und vermutet die akademische Belastung von 6 bis 10 Stunden in der Woche. Für jedes Modul 

werden die Kreditpunkten ECTS angerechnet. Für den Abschluss der Ausbildung muss man eine 

bestimmte Zahl der Krediteinheiten zusammennehmen. 
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Die Traditionelle Lehrprogramme, zu Ende von der Aufgabe der Prüfungen im Diplom 

Magister Artium oder das Staatsexamen gehen teilen sich in zwei Zyklen der Ausbildung: 

 Grundstudium  

 Hauptstudium 

Das Studium der Disziplinen des Grundstudium an der Universität dauert 

durchschnittlich 4 Semester und endet mit der Abgabe der Zwischenprüfungen. Die erfolgreiche 

Abgabe gestattet dieser Prüfungen gibt dem Studenten das Recht, die Ausbildung in der zweiten 

Stufe fortzusetzen. 

Die Ausbildung auf dem Hauptstudium vermutet das vertiefte Studium der Disziplinen 

der Spezialisierung, und, gewöhnlich noch 5 Semester zu dauern und gehet von der 

Abschlussprüfung auf das Erhalten des Diploms.  

Der Anfang und die Dauer der Ausbildung. 

Das Lehrjahr wird auf zwei Semester unterteilt. Das Wintersemester fängt im Oktober, 

das Sommersemester im April in der Regel an. Frei von den Beschäftigungen ist die Zeit für die 

Aufgabe der Prüfungen und des Durchgangen der Praxis vorgesehen. 

Für jede Disziplin stellt die entsprechende Lange über die Ausbildung, die 

standartmäßige Frist der Ausbildung fest, für die es kann oder soll beendet sein. In dieser Frist 

sind das Semester der Praxis oder des ausländischen Praktikums, sowie die beendende Phase der 

Prüfungen aufgenommen. Nach den traditionellen Lehrprogramme sieht die standartmäßige Frist 

vor 9-10 Semester, nach den Bachelor 6 Semester, Magisterprogrammen von 2 bis 4Semester 

vor. 

Und zum Schluss möchte ich sagen, dass Russland ist auch in dieses Prozess eingeritten. 

Dieses Prozess ist auch in unserer Universität vorgestellt. Ich auch werde das Diplom des 

Bachelor bekommen. 
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